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InternafionalLibrary StandardsUpdate:

fSO TechnicalCommittee46*
Fnro Br,uu
Cenler of Educational Resources
Eastern M i c hi gan U niu ersity
Ypsilanti

This article on international standards summarizes the background and
organizational structure of the International Organizatioi for Standardization; describesISO Technical Cornmittee 46, its subcommittees,
worhing groups, and secretariats; mentions some other releuant technical committees and international organizations inaolued in standardization; describes the means of U.S. participation in ISO through the
American National standards Institute, Inc.; lists internationai standards published to date and standards in progress; and notes a
few
sou'rcesof retrospectiae and current inlormation about international
library standards.

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR STANDARDITHE
^ ZATION (ISO) grew out of rhe International Federation of National StandardizingAssociations,which was founded in 1926and continued until world war II, and its successor,
the united Nations stan-
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At the end of 1973, ISO was comprised of the national standards
bodies of seventy-three countries, fifty-eight participating members with

vironment.
The General Assepbly choosesa Council, which meets annually' The
administrative committees include the Executive Committee, Planning
Committee, Standing Committee for the Study of Frinciples of Standardization, Committee on Certification, Development Committee,
Standing Committee for the Study of Scientific and Technical Information, and the International Standards Steering Committee for Consumer
Afiairs.
The offrcers for 1974 are Ake T. Vrethem, president; N' Ludwig, vice-

"world catalog of standards."z
ISO Technical Committee 46: Its Subcommittees,Working Groups,
and Secretariats
The work of ISO is carried out by some one hundred and fifty technical committees, five hundred subcommittees, and over six hundred
working groups. ISo Technical committee 46 (Tc 46) is responsible
for "standardilation in the field of documentation, libraries and related
information handling, including information systems and interchange
networks as applied to do.rr-"ttiation." The secretariat for TC 46 is the
Deutscher Normenausschuss (DNA). The following is a complete_list
of TC 46 subcommittees (SC) and working grouPs (WG)' with indication of their secretariats:
Technical Committee 46: Documentation

Secretariat

Subunit

wGl
WG2
wG3
wG4
wG5
-
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Numbering Systemsin Documentation
Representation and Coding of Country Names
Terminology of Documentation
(Former WG 4 is now SC 4, see below)
Guidelines for the Establishment of Thesauri

BSI
DNA
DNA
DNA

Librarv Resourcesb Technical Seruices

WG
WG
SC I
WG
WG
WG
WG
WG
SC 2
SC 3
SC 4
WG

6
7

Bibliographic Description
Presentation of Publications
Documentary Reproduction
I Microfiches
2 Microcopying of Technical Drawings
3 Microcopying Newspapers
4 Quality of Microcopres
5 Vocabulary for Documenrary Reproduction
Conversion of Writren Languages
(This number not used)
Automation in Documentarion (formerlv WG 4)
I Character Sets for Documentarion ancl fintiogruptric
Use
WG 2 Bibliographic Conrent Designators for Machine
Processing
WG 3 Ribliographic Filing Arrangements

SCC
AFNOR
AFNOR
ANSI
BSI
SABS
AFNOR
AFNOR
ANSI
SIS
ANSI
BSI
NNI
(provisional)

The full names and addresses of the secretariats are:

AFNOR
ANSI
BSI
DNA
NNI
SABS
SCC
SIS

Associationfranqaisede normalisation,Tour Europe,Cedex T, 92080
Paris-LaDefense,France.
American National StandardsInsritute, Inc., 1430 Broadway, New
York, NY t00t8.
British StandardsInstirution, 2 Park St., London WIA 2BS,England.
Deutscher Normenausschuss,4-7 Burggrafenstrasse,I Berlin 30,
Germany,
Stichting Nederlands Normalisatie-instiruut,polakweg b, Rijswijk
(ZH)-z108,The Hague,The Netherlands.
South African Bureau of Standards,l9l privare Bag, pretoria, South
Africa.
StandardsCouncil of Canada, 178 Rexdale Blvd., Rexdale, Ontario,
MgW lR3, Canada.
SverigesStandardiseringskommission,
Box 3295,5-10366 Stockholm3,
Sweden.

ents), documentation cards, and inrernational standard bibliographic
descriptions. WG 7 (on Presentation of Publications) covers contents
pages in periodicals, layout of periodicals, presentation of translations,
short contents lists of periodicals, bibliographic strip, presentation of
contributions to periodicals, scientific and technical reports, and technical manuals and handbooks.
Plenary meetings of TC 46 are held periodically. The fourreenrh
plenary meeting was held in The Hague, 26 September-6 October lg72;
the fifteenth in Helsinki, Finland, 20-31 May 1974; and the sixteenth
is scheduled for Belgium near the end of l9?5. Meetings of the subVolume 18,Number 4, FaII 1974
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committees and working groups are held outside, as well as within, the
framework of the plenary sessions.
Other Releaant ISO Technical Committees
There are a number of other technical committees which have
some relevance to library or library-related standards. TC 46 maintains
liaison with TC 6 (Paper, Board and Pulp), TC 36 (Cinematography),
TC 37 (Terminology: Principles and Coordination), TC 42 (Photography), TC 95 (Office Machines), TC 97 (Computers and Information
Processing), and TC 130 (Graphic Technology). A few other technical
committees are also of interest, such as TC l0 (Technical Drawings),
TC l2 (Quantities, Units, Symbols, Conversion Factors and Conversion
Tables), TC 136 (Furniture), TC 145 (Graphic Symbols), and TC 154
(Documents and Data Elements in Administration, Commerce and Industry).
A current listing of the subcomrnittees, working groups, and secretariats of these technical comrRittees may be found in the current ISO
Memento. For a listing of the standards prepared by these technical
committees, see the current ISO Catalogue. The 1974 Catalogte, cover.
ing through the end of 1973, lists, for example, forty-three standards
under TC 36 (Cinematography), seven under TC 37 (Terminology),
forty-one under TC 42 (Photography), and twenty-five under TC 97
(Computers and Information Processing).
Other Releaant Intern ational Organizations
ISO/TC 46 works in close cooperation with other international organizations in the field of documentation, notably the International Federation of Library Associations (IFLA) and the International Federation
for Documentation (FID). International cooperation does not stop
there, however. Among the other organizations which interact, at least
to some extent, with TC 46 or its subunits may be mentioned:
CEC
CERN
CIB
EBU
ECE
ETC
EUDISED
EURATOM

FIEJ
IAEA
IATUL
ICA
ICOGRADA
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Commission of the European Community
European Organization for Nuclear Research
International Council for Building Research, Studies and
Documentation
European Broadcasting Union
United Nations Economic Commission for Europe
European Translations Center
System in
European Documentation and Information
Education
European Atomic Energy Community
International Federation of Newspaper Publishers
International Atomic Energy Association
Internitional Association of Technical University Libraries
International Council of Archives
International Council of Graphic Design Associations
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ICSSD
ICSU
ICSU/AB
IFIP
IUPAC
OECD
OIML
UIEO
UNCTAD
UNESCO

WIPO

wMo

International Commission for Social SciencesDocumenration
Internarional Council of Scientific Unions
International Council of Scientific Unions, Absrracting
Board
International Federation of Information Processing Socieries
International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
International Organization of Legal Metrology
Union of International Engineering Organizations
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
World Intellectual Property Organization
World Meteorological Organization

U.S. Parti,cifution in ISO uia ANSI
The American National Standards Instirute, Inc. (ANSI), a privately
funded, nongovernmental agency, provides the oficial means of United
States participation in ISO and in other regional and international standards organizations. ANSI provides the administrative support and the
full share of U.S. dues for American parricipation in ISO. Roy P.
Trowbridge (director-engineering standards, General Motors Technical Center, Warren, Michigan) is president of ANSI; Donald L. Peyton
(ANSI New York headquarrers) is managing director. G. F. Hohn is director of the permanent European office of ANSI established in 1972
(16, Chemin de la Voie-Creuse, l2l I Geneva, Switzerland).
The ANSI organization chart (Figure l) depicts the organization of
ANSI's international efiort. An Internarional Standards Council (ISC),
composed of experts in international standards management drawn
from industry and government, is responsible for technical and administrative policies and budget recommendations for all of ANSI's international standards activities. The U.S. National Committee (USNC) for
ISO supervisesU.S. participation in ISO and advises the ISC on budget
and policy matters concerning ISO. Elizabeth A. Bridgman (ANSI New
York headquarters) is secreraryof the ISC and of the USNC for ISO.
ISO advisory boards are established by the USNC for ISO to coordinate participation in related ISO projects. (ANSI technical advisory
boards ITABs] are usually designated by the USNC to serve as ISO advisory boards.) Each ISO advisory board establishes,in turn, a USA technical advisory group GAG) for each ISO technical committee under
its jurisdiction in which the United States participates. The TAG is responsible for developing the U.S. position on items considered by the respective TC; the TAG also designates U.S. delegates to meerings of the
TC and its subcommittees. Daniel W. Smith and Marie E. Hogsett are
the standards coordinators for the technical advisory board covering information systems,which has been designated the ISO Advisory Board
for TC 37 (Terminolop;y: Principles and Coordination), TC 46 (DocuVolume 18,Number 4, FaII 1974
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Figure I
ANSI OrganizationChart
mentation), TC 68 (Banking Procedures), TC 95 (Office Machines),
TC 97 (Computers and Information Processing), and TC 154 (Documents and Data Elements in Administration, Commerce and Industry).
According to the lNSl Progress Report for 1974:
ANSI is now participating in 600 technical committees, subcommittees,and
working groups of ISO, compared to 200 in 1967.It holds the secretariatof 16
technical committees,45 subcommittees,and 76 working grouPs' . . . More than
50 percent of ANSI's technical operating budget for 1974is programmed for international activities.. . .
For thirty yearsANSI has been a member oI the ISO Council, which is responsible for the operation and adminisuation of the organization. The managing di'
rector of ANSI is a member of the Council's Executive Committee. ANSI's dep'
uty managing director is a member of ISO's Planning Committee whidr initiates
tedrnical activity. In addition, ANSI is representedon ISO's Certification, Development, and Information Committees.. . .
ANSI Committee 239 (relates to ISO/TC 46 on Documentation and
TC 37 on Terminology), Committee PH5 (relates to ISO/TC 46/SC I on
Documentary Reproduction and TC 42 on Photography), Commit-
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tee X3 (relates to ISO/TC
97 on Compurers and Information
Processing), and Committee Z 85, on Standardization of Library Supplies and
Equipment, are the chief ANSI committees active in the library and information processing fields:
Z,39: Standardization in the Field of Library Work, Documenration, and
Related Publishing Practices
Stope: To develop standards for concepts, definitions, terminology,
letters and signs, practices, and merhods in the fields of library work,
in the preparation and utilization of documents, and in rhose aspects
of publishing that affect library merhods and use.
Secretariat: Council of National Library Associations.
PH5: Photographic Reproduction of Documenrs
Scop6.' Standards for photographic materials, apparatus, and processes
pertaining to production, use, storage, and preservation of document
reproductions.
Secretari,at: National Microfilm Association.
X3: Computers and Information Processing
Scope: Standardization in the areas of computers and information
processing systems and peripheral equipment, devices, and media
related thereto.
Secretariat: Computer and Business Equipment Manufacturers Association.
Z,85:. Standardization of Library Supplies and Equipment
Scope: Definitions, specifications, dimensions, and methods of testing
in the field of library supplies and equipment, exclusive of machine
storage and retrieval.
Secretariat : American Library Association.
Several other committees should also be noted, for example, P3
(Pulp, Paper, and Paperboard), PHI
(Photographic Films, Plates, and
Papers), PH2 (Photographic
AppaPH3 (Photographic
Sensitometry),
ratus), PH4 (Photographic
Processing), PH7 (Photographic
Audio-Visual Standards), PH22 (Standards for Motion Pictures), 54 (Standardization in Sound Recording),
and Y (Drawings, Symbols, and Abbreviations).
In keeping with the general practice of initial acceptance of a standard at the national level before international
agreement is sought,
drafts by U.S. standards committees
frequently
become the bases of
international standards.
Publisheil

ISO ITC

46 Standards in the Fielils of Documentation

an d D ocumentery Re pro ductio n
By the end of 1973, over 2,500 ISO standards had been published in
all fields, up from less than 1,600 in 1970 and under 200 in 1960. The
number of library standards has grown proportionately.
Until the end of 1971, ISO standards were published as "Recommendations," the adoption of which within any given country rested
with the respective national organization. Since the beginning of 1972,
however, ISO issues "International Standards." Within the next few
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years, most Recommendations will be revised and transformed into International Standards.
Standards go through several stageson the way to becoming International Standards. First "Draft Proposals" are circulated in the relevant
technical committee. After agreement is reached in the technical committee, the document may be registered as a "Draft International Standard" (DIS) by the Central Secretariat and circulated for voting by all
member boilies. Only when three-fourths of the votes cast are recorded
in favor of the DIS is it sent to ISO Council for final review.

ANSI at the prices quoted in the current ANSI Catalog.
Documentation-International Code for the Abbreuiation
of Titles of Periodicals.4p.(239.5-1969)
8-1954 Layout of Periodicals.ap. (239.1-1967)
9-1968 Internati.onal System for the Transliteration of Slaaic
Cyrillic Characters.2d ed. 6P'
18-1955 ShortContentsList of Periodicalsor Other Documents.lp.
80-1956 Bi,bliographicalStri.p.2p.
Elements.5p.
77-1958 BibliographicalReferences-Essential
169-1960 Si,zes
of Photocopies(on Paper) Readablewithout Optical

ISO 4-1972
ISO/R
ISO/R
ISO/R
ISO/R
ISO/R
ISO/R

Deuices. lp.

rso/R 193-1961
Microcopies
rso/R
rso/R
rso/R
rso/R
rso/R
rso/R
rso/R
rso/R
rso/R
rso/R
rso/R

on Transparent Bases-Sizes of Recommended
Bases.lp. (PHl.20-1970and PH5.3-1967)
214196l A bstractsand Synopses.2p.
215-196rPresentation of Contributions to Period,icals.2p,
2r8-196rMicrocopies---Scale of 35mm MicrofiIms for International
Exchange.2p.
233-1961International Systems for the Transli'teration of Arabic
Characters,6p.
259-1962Transliteration of Hebrew. 5p.
260-1962Terms Relating to Microcopi'es and Their Bases. 2p.
(PH5.3-1967and PH5.5-1961)
37r-1964Terms Relati,ng to Microcopy Apparatus. lp. (PH5.l-1959)
435-r965ISO Conaentional Typographical Character for Legibility
Tests (ISO Character). 3p.
of the ISO
Tests-Desoiption
446-1965Microcopies-Legibility
Mire (ISO Test Object) and Its Use in Photographic Document Reproduction. 5p. (PH5.l-1959)
452-1965Essential Characteristics ol )5mm Microfilm Readi'ng
Apparatus. Sp.
Tests-Description and Use of the
689-1968
Microcopies-Legibility
ISO Mi,cromire (ISO Micro Test Obiect) for Checking a
Readi.ng Apparatus. 5p.
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ISO/R

690-1968 Bibliographical
Elements. l4p.

References-Essential and, Supplemenmry

ISO/R 782-1968 Mi,crocopy-Measurement of the Screen Luminance of
Microfilm Readers.Sp.
ISO/R 832-1968 Abbreuiationsof Typical Words in Bibliographical Refer-

ISO/R 83s-1968"]ff);1,11;'"s of GenericNamesin Tittes of periodicars.
32p'
ISO/R

843-1968 International Systern for the Transliteration of Greek
Characters into Latin Characters. 3p.
ISO/R 999-1969 Index o,fa Publication.2p. (H9.a-$BB)
ISO/R 1086-1969Title-Leaaesof a Book.3p.
ISO/R I I 16-196935mm and 16mm Miuof.lms, Spoolsand Reels. 9p.
ISO 2108-1972 Documentati,on-International
Standard Booh Nurnbering
(ISBN).2p.
ISO 2145-1972 Numbering of Diuisions and Subdiaisions in Written Documents.2p.
ISO 2146-1972 Directories of Libraries, Information and Documentation
Centres. 2p. (239.t0-197t)
ISO 2707-1973
Transparent 46 Size Microfiche of Uniform
DiuisionImage Arrangements No. I and, No. 2.3p.
ISO 2708-1973
Transparent A6 Size Microfiche of Variable DiaisionImage Arrangements A and 8.4p.
ISO 2709-1973 Documentation-Fornxats
for Bibliographic Information
Interchange on Magnetic Tape. 4p.
ISO 2789-1974 Library Statistics.4p. (239.7-t968)
ISO JTC 46 Standards in Progress
following list of standards in progress is limited ro new stan_ Th"
dards. As a matter of course, many of the published standards listed in
the preceding section are undergoing review or revision; they are not included here.
Layout of Documents
Contents pages in periodicals and collected works.
Patents-Bibliographic references,essential and complementary elements.
Scientific and technical reports; Iayout and presentation.
Technical manuals and handbooks, contents.
Standard Numbers and Codes
Codes for the representation of names of countries.
Guidelines for the implementation of ISBN.
International Standard Record Number (ISRN) .
International Standard Serial Number (ISSN) .'
Translation, Transliteration, and Character Sets
Presentation of translations.
Romanization of Japanese.
Standard African character set.
Standard character set for Cyrillic charactersorher than GOST.
Volume 18, Number 4, FaIt 1974
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Standard character set for Greek alphabet.
Standard character set for mathematic symbols including logic symbols'
Standard character set for Roman complete alphabet including diacritics.
Standard control set.
Transliteration of the alphabets of non-slavic languages using Cyrillic characters.
Transliteration of Yiddish.
Reprography and the Bibli'ographic Control of Microforms
Bibliographic entries for microfiche headers (and roll microfilm) '
Dimensions and tolerances of microfiche ,{6.
Filing boxes for processed roll microfilms.
Methbd for determining and checking the quality of microcopies.
Method for determining the resolution obtained in microcopying.
Microcopying of technical drawings.
Physical characteristics of raw film determined for microfiche A6.
Targets for newspaper microfilms.
Technical requirements for microfilming newspapers.
Vocabulary for documentary reproductron.
Miscellaneous
Bibliographic fi ling arrangements.
Content designators for machine processing.
Guidelines for the establishment and development of monolingual thesauri.
Proof corrections.
Vocabulary of documentation.
Sources of Information

about ISO Standards

are particularly important
Current sources of information
which changes as quickly as that of standards. The following
cations, available from ANSI, are useful:

in an area
ISO publi-

ISO Bulletin. (monthly, $6.00 per year) Contains standardization news, calendar of ISO meetings, and revisions to the lSO Memento'
ISO Catalo,gua. (annuil with supplements, $15.75) Contains both numerical
and subject listings of ISO standards.
ISO Memento. (annual, $12.60) Contains general information on ISO, including an address list of the ISo member bodies, administration of ISo,
and a list of ISO technical committees, subcommittees, and working
groups.
IsO Participation. (thtee times per year, $2.00) Lists participating and observ'
er members for each ISO technical committee.
Status Report on ISO Draft International Standards. (quarterly' $8'00) Prostandards
vides information
on the progress of draft international
through the various stagesof ISO balloting.

These ISO documents are available at an annual subscription price of
$38.00for ANSI members or $42.00 for nonmembers if ordered in a
group.
The ISO Annual Reuieu may be consulted for annual summaries.
For those interested in details of the work of specific ISO technical com-
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mittees or their subunits, the annual reports are invaluable. The annual
reports of ISO/TC
46 are available from its secretariat, the Deutscher
Normenausschuss.
The most useful retrospective surveys are:
International Federation for Documentation. Hungarian National Committee. International Standardization of Library and Documentation Techniques. United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cukural Organization
ldocumentl COM/WS/257. Paris: UNESCO, 1972.241p. and Annex l-6.
An important comparative study of national and international standards,
rules, and regulations, covering through the end of January 1970. The lists of
standards and member organizations in the annexes and the 275 references are
now somewhat our of date. Contents: Parr I: (l) Introducrion; (2) Historical
background and practice; (3) International standardization and its relation
to national standardization; (4) Development of srandardization according
to fields of library and documenration techniques; (5) The role of international organizations in promoting the standardization of library and documenhtion techniques; (6) Summary and proposals. Part II: The present situation of standardization of library and documentarion techniques in various
countries.
Liihmann, Otto. "Efforts for International Standardization in Libraries,"
Library Trends 2l:330-53 (Oct. 1972) .
This well-documented, topically arranged review of the historical background and current state of standardization focuses on IFLA and FID, rather
than ISO. It covers through the end of 1971.
Orne, Jerrold. "Standards in Information Science" (provisional title) , in a
forthcoming ScarecrowPressbook edited by Donald p. Hammer.
The author has played a unique role in the development of national and
international library standards as chairman of ANSI Committee 239 and provides an overview in historical context.
REFERENCES

l . International Organization for Srandardization, Itfemento (1g74) .
B. E. Kuiper, "Towards a World Catalogue of Standards," Unesco Bulletin
braries2l:l5b-59, fiA (May/June lg73) .

I
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The LongerWork Day and fhe Shorfer

Work Week' An OSULExperiment
BrtrY J. Mnvrn
The ohio State[Jniaersitylibraries
Columbus,Ohio

An experiment of scheduling the four-day (or four-and'one-half'day)
work week in technicalservicesat the Ohio State (Jniversitylibraries is
described.The poliq decisionsand proceduresimplemented'for the en'
ti,re library systemfollowing the successof the experiment and the
adoption of the neu scheduleare outlined.

I ONG HOURS OF OPENING AND SERVICE for all phases of the
r ' public's needs and various activities have been the accepted policies
of many library administrators, and all types of working schedules and
conditions for the library staff are involved. This is certainly true of the
"public service" stafi's involvement, but, at the present time, not necessirily true in many "technical service" areas, where the traditional office
schedule of five days a week, eight hours per day, has prevailed. Perhaps
this has been because of the lack of an incentive to break the pattern of
office hours, or it may have been to compensate for the scheduling that

experiments in some officesand industries, a plan was developed and implemented at OSUL for the change from a five-day work week to a fourday work week for a trial period. The purpose was to increase the number of hours the staff would be available and thus to utilize more of the
time accessibleon the Ohio College Library Center (OCLC) terminals.
OSUL is participating in the shared-catalogingasPectsof the on'line,
automated OCLC program, and four cathode ray tube terminals have
been installed in accordance with the OCLC formula and assessment'
Before the program was operational, a decision was made to install at an
Manuscript received August 1973; accepted for publication
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additional charge a fifth terminal as the expected quantity of input, the
procedures, and physical arrangements within the technical services areas
could not be reorganized satisfactorily to be handled by four terminals.

to utilize the hours the divisions and/or departments were open until

5:00p.m.

day work week in order to remain open after 5:00 p.m. In April lg72 the
exlerlle.nl began in the Catalog Department and ?he Bibliographic Records Division, both of which are housed on the first floor orlne main li-
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implemented and the planned expansion and remodeling program for
the main library gets under waY.
Consideratiott *". given to the literature relating to the fourday
work week before a final decision was made. Of special interest was
Wheeler's study, concerned with attitudes regarding.the efiects of the
four-day work week in participating companies.z The items on which all
concerned agreed in Wheeler'J study and which were listed as adaantages
by OSUL faculty and stafi wer€:
l. Employees will have more leisure time.
2. Recruiting will be easier.
3. Absenteeism will be reduced.
4. Employees will have more time for personal interests including
time for classesand studY.
5. Employee morale will be improved.
O. nmployees will be willing to work a longer day for an extra day
oft.
7. Employees will be willing to work more eftectively for an extra day
oft.
8. Less time and money will be spent on commuting to and from
work.

and eliminating conflicts.
Other disadvantagesappear to be:
Super'
l. The management job of scheduling becomesmore difficult'
complex'
more
vision of staff becomes

schedule.

'838'
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- The following guidelines and procedures were adopted by OSUL effective 5 March 1973 and incorporated into the poliiy and, proced,ures
Manual:
l. Sich leaae. One hundred twenty hours per year are allowed. All
computations and reporting to be reported in hours. (If stafi
member is on ten-hour work day, record should be submitted as
ten hours.)
2. Vacation leaae. Faculty members are allowed lg2 hours per year
if on twelve-month contract (160 hours if on nine-month tontract). Nonacademic members are allowed 80-160 hours annual
leave per year depending on length of service. Maximum annual
leave is 24 working days if working eight-hour day, or 19.2 working days if working ten-hour day.
3. Legal holidays. Faculty members are enrirled to legal holidays obqerved by the university. Nonacademic staff are entirled to all legal
holidays. The week in which the legal holiday falls will be a thirty-two-hour work week for library faculty and nonacademic staff
working_ a forty-hour schedule (including those on the four-day
or five-day work week). Adjustments for leave should be made
within. thirty days after rhe holiday and with the approval of the
supervisor if the stafi member has been requested to work on the
holiday by the libraries' administration.
4. Lunch and breahs. stafi members are entitled to a regular lunch
period of one hour, or if schedule permits a supervisor may approve less. one fifteen-minute rest break is allowed for each four
hours of work, but no rest break is allowed for a part of four
hours.

6. Length of worh weeh. University policy does not allow that nonacademic personnel may work more than forty hours per week.
_
7. Reporting. Supervisor$ are ro notify OSUL personnel Office in
writing of those p-ersonsworking more than eight hours per day
and of the adjusted work week.
department and division heads consider the following points
. gsu-L
in the-decision to permit faculty and stafi to elect the option-al work
schedule:
l. Security of the persons and the deparrment after b:00 p.m. musr
be considered. It is recommended that rwo persons be on duty in
the area at all times with one person being given the responsibility for the area after 5:00 p.m.
2. The final decision regarding the scheduling of faculty and. stafi
is to be made by the departmenr or division head.
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3. New members of the division or department should be adequately
trained before approval is given to work after 5:00 P'm' or special
permission is granted unless the immediate suPervisor is on duty
also. Consideration should be given to the effective performance
on the job.
Hedges isserts that as the four-day work week spreads, the wider effects will become evident in the areas of total supply of and demand
for labor on the part-time labor market, and on workers with family responsibilities, especially women.s Thus, there continues to be the possiUllity of more experienced staff being available to libraries and other
public service type facilities.
The experiment has been concluded and from it the procedures have
been established and incorporated into The Ohio State Uniuersity Librari,esPolicy and Procedures Manual. It is now an accepted policy that
schedulesand hours of work in technical servicesareas as well as in public servicesareas will continue to be flexible at OSUL' All areas of technical services immediately selected the option of the more flexible work
schedules. One immediate result has been better utilization of OCLC
terminal time at no additional rental costs by those areas using the
OCLC terminals. In the future a concerted effort will be made to maintain flexible schedulesand, as new stafi is hired, the option of a four-day
work week will be available.

the article; it shouldbe under-

l. The term "four-daywork week",. :I;:rrout

stood as including the option of a four-and-one-half-day work week as well.
2. Kenneth E. Wheeler, Richard Gurman, and Dale Tarnowieski, The Four Day Week
(An AMA Research Report [New York: American Management Association, 1972]),
4lp.
3. Janice Neipert Hedges, "A l-ook at the 4-Day Workweek," Monthly Labor Reuiew
94:33-37 (Oct. l97l).
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A "ThirdForce"in Phofocopying
Dispute?
CHRrsrorsnn WnrcHt
Washington Office
American Library Association

THE FINAL DAY of the New York Conference ALA president
nN
\-zzJean Lowrie wrote Barbara Ringer, the Register of Copyrights, asking her to take what could be a decisive step toward ending the protracted battle over library photocopying. On the instructions of the ALA
Council, Lowrie wrote, she was asking the Register "to use your good offices to promote conferences and assume other activities which we trust
will be conducive to some resolution of our problems with copyright."
In other words, Ringer was being asked to arrange cease-fire talks under the auspicesof the Copyright Office.
The Council resolution, coming during a conference that included
among the speakers Ringer, Alan Latman (lawyer for the Williams &
Wilkins Company), and ALA counsel William North, urged the Register of Copyrights to set up meetings between representatives of the library and publishing world "to resolve so far as possible the difierent interestsin copyright legislation."
The idea of asking the Copyright Office to act as unofficial arbiter in
the photocopy dispute has been suggested before. But each time one side
has feared that the other side held the balance of influence within the
office and the idea was shot down. Since taking office last November
Ringer has repeatedly urged publishers and librarians to sit down together and begin working on solutions to the photocopying dilernma.
At a Monday morning legislative information meeting for ALA
members in New York, Ringer again suggested it was time for some
"third force" to bring the parties together and approach the problem
from a "long-range, relaxed point of view." She suggested the meeting
might be arranged by the National Commission on Libraries and Information Science.At a later sessionwith the Federal Library Committee, answering a question from ALA Copl'right Subcommittee chairman
Edmon Low, she said she would be willing to uy herself "to bring the
parties together at a table for discussionpurposes."
While never indicating her exact feelings about library photocopying,
she told librarians gathered at the Americana Hotel that she understood
their concern over anti-photocopying provisions. "I understand it and I
sympathize," she said.
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The ALA request comes at a moment when copyright revision seems
inextricably mired in the courts and Congress.An omnibus copyright revision bill (S. 136l) passedthe Senate on 9 September 1974 by a vote of
seventy to one. flowever, even the chief counsel for the Senate Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks and Copyrights says the measure has "absolutely no chance" of getting through Congress this year because of the
amount of time needed for hearings before the House Judiciary Committee.
Meanwhile, judicial interpretations of the sixty-five-year-old copyright law now on the books have been called into question by the Supreme Court's acceptance of the Williams & Wilkins case. Last November the U.S. Court of Claims ruled that the National Library of Medi
cine had not infringed the copyright of the Baltimore publisher of
medical journals through its interlibrary loan photocopying, but in May
the high court accepted the case for its fall term. No one is willing to
guesswhat the court will say, or what efiect it will have on legislation.
Delay on the Senate bill is probably in the interest of libraries. The
bill as passed by the Senate would prohibit "the systematic reproduction or distribution of single or multiple copies or phonorecords" of
copyrighted material. And the question arises immediately, "what is
systematic copying?" The committee itself was at Pains to define systematic. After describing several situations felt to be examples of systematic and nonsystematic copying the committee said in its report that a
precise definition was impossible and "the committee therefore recommends that representatives of authors, book and periodical publishers
and other owners of copyrighted material meet with the library community to formulate photocopying guidelines to assist library Patrons
and employees."
The Senate bill calls for the establishment of a National Commission on New Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works. "It is the desire
of the committee," says the report, "that the Commission give priority
to those aspects of the library-copyright interface which require further
study and clarification."
But with this measure unlikely to emerge from Congress this year,
and more legal and legislative battles seen for next year, the ALA suggestion that the Copyright Office begin the groundwork for an under'
standing between librarians and publishers seems to follow common
senseand the spirit of the Senatereport.
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Sourcesof CurrenfAcquisifions
in the JewishField
Mnrn-Lusrrsrr
Baruch College
City Universityof New York
and

Eorrrr Lusnrsrr
Si,e
gfrieiI Stern Li,brary
Yeshi.aaUniaersi.ty
New Yorh Cit^t

The general and, specialized, sources-publisherd
catalogs, trad.e magazines and, bibliographies, comprehensiue and special bibliographies,
book reviews, and gooemmcnt publication indexes-aaailable to locate
materials in the lewish field are identified and discussed.

IN THE JEWISH FIELD have achieved
T IBRARY MATERIALS
I.-l greater prominence in recent years. The concern with ethnic groups
and the growth of interest in the Jewish heritage have resulted in a proliferation of material. Judaica and Hebraica are published in almost
every branch of the humanities, on all levels, and in many countries of
the world. It is possible to locate a number of works in this area through
general acquisitions tools, but better resulrs will be obtained through the
use of the specialized and more comprehensive sources listed here.
Publisherl

Catalogs

The publisher's catalog is a basic source for acquisitions in the Jewish field. In the United States many publishers feature Judaica or Hebraica, or both. Bloch, Feldheim, Behrman Ffouse, Jonathan David, and the
Jewish Publication Society are only a few of the exclusively American
Jewish publishers.r Most of these publishers are bookdealers as well, the
most noteworthy being Bloch, who has an extensive collection of English, Hebrew, and Yiddish books published in the United States and
abroad. Interest in Judaica is not limited to specialty publishers: many
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general trade publishers and university presseshave responded to the demand by increasing publication in this field.
European Jewish publishing is limited but not insignificant, for example, Soncino and Vallentine Mitchell in England, and E. J. Brill in
The Netherlands- European publications generally are listed with American works and will be available at major American Jewish bookstores'
Israel is a very active publishing center, ranking "second in the world
for the number of titles published in proportion to the population."z
The names and addressesof most Israeli publishers are listed in issues
of ha-Sefer be-Yisrael, the journal of the Book Publishers' Association
of Israel.s A useful pamphlet, which supplements this publication, is
Publishers and Printers o1 Israel: A Seleci Zlit.l Although less inclusive,
this English-language biennial describes the type of material produced
by the leading commercial and institutional publishers.
Trade M agazines and B i b Ii ographies
A welcome addition to the acquisition scene is Judai.ca Book News,
a semiannual which provides a centralized listing of new and forthcoming English-language books in the Jewish field with separate alphabeti'
cal sections for hardcovers, paperbacks, and juveniles.s The advertising,
with excerpts from reviews, is plentiful, and the trade articles are informative.
Similar in type, the Religi.ousBook Reaiew, an annotated bimonthly
arranged by subject, lists primarily books about Christianity but includes
publications about Jews and Judaism.e
lewish Book Neuts and Religious Book Reaiew are more comprehensive but less current than such general trade magazines and bibliographies as Publishers' Weehly, American Book Publishing Record, Cumulatiae Booh Index, or Library Journal, each of which is a useful source
for a portion of current Judaica. The material is sometimes elusive in
these trade sources, and the search should extend further than Dewey
class 296 or topics "Jews" and "Judaism" becausebooks of Jewish interest will be found under many general fields, such as Bible, history, and
philosophy, as well as under specific subject headings, such as Israel, Zionism, and Hasidism.
Ha-Sefer be-Yisrael, the Israeli book trade journal, lists a small percentage of Israeli publishing, and appears irregularly, although it is supposed to be a monthly. Short descriptions are appended to the listings
which are arranged topically. An English counterpart to this journal is
the quarterly, Israel Booh World.? Arranged by publisher, the quarterly's
annotated listing of new and forthcoming Israeli books is relatively short;
however its reports of publishing developments and activities are salient.
Tllie General Booh Catalog, the Israeli one-volume version of. Boohs
in Print, Subject Guide to Books in Print, and Publi'sherf Trade List
Annual, appeared in1973 in a new format. This computer-produced volume contains an author, title, subject, and publisher listing of almost all
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Israeli publications in Hebrew. An updated, improved edition, which
will include all languages,is promised annually.s
Compre hensiae B iblio graph ies
A most noteworthy tool for the extensive Jewish library is Kiriath
Sepher, bibliographical quarterly of the Jewish National and University
Library in Jerusalem.e Arranged by subject, it lists Israeli publications
in all fields, and Hebraica and Judaica of other countries. While not
very current, the quarterly is extremely important because of its almost
universal coverage. A reproduction o[ the section of. Kiriath Sepher containing recent lsraeli publications only is available as A List ol Boohs
and SerialsPublished in Israel.ro
While use of Kiriath Sepher presupposes a knowledge of Ffebrew,
the Jewish Book Annuat is of .ottiide."bl. value for the ionspecialist.rr
This serial ofiers yearly bibliographies of English, Hebrew, and Yiddish
books; all entries are annotated, and the imprint of non-English-language material is translated. Each annual also contains various national
literary surveys and subject bibliographies in the Jewish field. This tool
can be particularly useful as a check on acquisitions of the previous
year.
Spe ciaI B ib Ii ographies
Certain special bibliographies are of interest to rhe acquisitions librarian. The monthly Zionist Literature lists all publications related to
Zionism, in all languages,from all countries of the world.lz The particular significance of this bulletin is that it includes not only books and
periodicals but also pamphlets, reports, and mimeographed materials.
Another publication of interest is the Quarterly Chechlist of Biblical
Studies, an international survey of new and recent books in the biblical
field.ts
Publication lists of organizations also provide subject information.
For example, the Board of Jewish Education, the American Jewish Committee, and the Congress of .fewish Culture issue material on education,
current afiairs and Yiddish, respectively. A roster of national Jewish organizations in America and their publications is included in the Ameri,can lewish Year Book. M
Book Reviews
Almost all newspapers and periodicals in the Jewish field contain
book sections which include announcements and reviews. A current centralized reviewing source is the Hebrew biweekly Al'Sefarim Chndashim:
Leket Divrei Bihoret ("On New Books: A Collection of Criticism"),
which reproduces reviews of books appearing in Israeli newspapers and
periodicals.rs For the English-speaking world there is the Hebrtu Booh
Reaiew, a semiannual which ofiers critiques of selected, recent Israeli
literary publications in English.te
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The most extensive tool is Circle in lewish Boohland', a monthly
which attempts to review all major Judaica and a selected number of
Hebrew and Yiddish books.l? However, a gap of up to a year usually
exists between publication of a book and the appearance of a review.
Period,icals
A comprehensive listing of periodicals of Jewish interest is found
in Frankel's The lewish Press of the World., which is arranged by counuy
and then by frequency.ls In some cases,remarks that indicate contents
are included. If there is interest in Israeli periodicals and the Hebrew
language is a barrier, then the Israeli Periodicals and Serials i,n English
and Other European Languages, classifiedby subject, is an excellent solution.le An annotated, but limited, list of English, Hebrew, and Yiddish
periodicals published in the United States will be found in The Jeuish
Press:A Selected Listing.zo
The journals covered by the Index to .lewish Period,icalsassume importance because of easy accessto their contents provided through the
Index; the periodicals indexed by this reference tool might serve as a
subscription Buide.zt
G ouernment Pub Ii cati ons
The Israel Government Printing Office issues quarterly, semiannual,
and annual cumulated listings of its publications.zz While the majority
of the documents are in flebrew, a special section of non-Hebrew pubIications is included as well. A list of bookdealers han'clling the government documents is appended.
IJnfortunately, there is no single source that incorporates all types
of current material in the Jewish field. However, there are ample tools
from which to choose. Thus it remains the challenge of the librarian to
gather the various sourcesand make the most effective use of them.
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Canfhe Problemsof Corporate
Aufhorship Be Solved?*
Axn l. Korl
Technical Seruices
YaIe Uniuersity Library
Neu Haaen, Connecticut

Since the Paris conference of 1961 corporate authorship has become
rapidly an internationally recogni'zetlelement in bibliographic c-ontrol'
Theri are difficulties in applying this concept to cataloging because
there is no generally agreed upon theoretical basis for this type of authorship. An analysis of releuant concepts suggests that corporate authorship is basically a form of personal authorship and that the use of
corporite name in lieu of personal name(s) is a problem of choice of
name rather than one of determining type of authorship.

CONTROL is centered around the
ODERN BIBLIOGRAPHIC
M
concept of authorship. Personal authorship has. long be^enrecognized as a iegitimate part-of the bibliographic description of a work;
authorship ii of a more recent date, having been in us_emainly
corporate
-English-speaking
in
countries for slightly more than one hundred and

have been largely limited to one point only: whether or not corporate
bodies should be included in the concePt of authorship. This point has
been debated for years by the defenders and opponents of the "Prus'
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* These thoughts with special reference to the North American Text of the
Anglo-American Catuloging Rules ate presented by the former chairman of the De'
scriptive Cataloging Committee of the Cataloging and Classification Section of RTSD
as i personal siatemetrt and do not necessarily represent the point of view of the
committee.
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sian Instructions,"r a discussion that had become rather stagnant before
the Paris conference and has almost ceasedsince.
Another point of interest is the curious fact that codes that "recog.
nize" corporate authorship, such as the Anglo-american catalogiig
Rules (AACR),, have not felt the need to justify or explain its use nor
do they give guidance for solving special problems connected with this
type of authorship. Thus the cataloger iJ teft to rely on his own resources and has to make up, from a body of confusing and sometimes
contradictory rules, his own explanations and interpretitions as he goes
along.
The concept of corporate authorship is an important one and a better.under-standing of its role in bibliographic control is mandatory for
both catalogers and catalog users. Thislnderstanding seemsparticularly
important now becausethe most widely used code, tne adcri, will be issued in a new edition during the next i"* y"u., with, it is hoped, an improved text including better guidance in the application of the concepr
of corporate authorship.
An attempt is made here to analyze some of the concbpts that seem
relevant with the hope that this will encourage further discuision.
Deaelopment of the Concept of Corporate Authorship
As already mentioned, the concept of corporate authorship is a rela.
tively recent p.henomenon in the hiitory of Zataloging. The hrrt *"1o,
code to prescribe corporate aurhor entries *us pubtished in lg4l, as a
part of the catalogue of printed, Books in thi British Museum. This
code lists ninety-one cataloging rules under the heading "Rules for the
compilation of the catalogue," the use of which was sinctioned by the
Trustees of the British Museum on 13
July 1839. several of the rules
deal with corporate authorship, the most important being
IX. Any act, resolution,or other document purporting to be agreedupon, au-.orporate-bodies,
thorized,or issuedby assemblies,
boards,o.
1*ith th. .*..ption of academies,
universities,learned societies,-and
religious orders,respecting
which specialrules are to be followed,) to be enreredir distinct alphibetical
series,under the name of the country or place from which they derive their denomination, or, for want of such denomination,under the name of rhe place
whencetheir actsare issued.B
These rules have had a considerable influence on the deveropment of
cataloging codes,particularly in English-speaking countries.
-of
Europe a different line
developmenr took place. In
-^^I^"_C._"lral
1886 Karl Dziatzko compiled Instruction fiir die brdnung der Titel in
alphabetischen zettelhatalog der Ktiniglichen und uniiersitiits-Bibliotheh zu Breslau,4 which in turn became the basis for the "prussian Instructions," first issued in 1899. These German codes did not recognize
corporate authorship and so creared a division in the profession which
lasted until 196l when the Paris conference .nun"ged to bridge this
chasm.
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The recommendations of the Paris conferenceread as follows:
9. Entry under CorporateBodies
9.1 The main entry for a work should be made under the name of a corpo'
rate body (i.e. any institution, organizedbody or assemblyof persons
known by a corporateor collectivename)
9.ll when the work is by its nature necessarilythe expressionof the col'
lective thought or activity of the corporatebody,* even if signedby
a person in the capacity of an officer or servant of the corporate
body, or
9.12 when the wording of the title or title-page,taken in conjunction
with the nature of the work, clearly implies that the corPoratebody
is collectivelyresponsiblefor the contentof the work.**
* e.g.officialreports,rules and regulations,manifestoes,
and recordsof
programmes
theresultsof collective
work.
** e.g,serialswhosetitles consistof a genericterm (Bulletin,Transactions,
etc.)
precededor followed by the name of the corporatebody, and rvhich include some
accountof the activitiesof the bodv.t
These recommendations fail to clarify what exactly is meant by corporate authorship. It seemsobvious that "collective activity" lends itself to
a number of interpretations. The British Museum's "agreed uPon, authorized, or issued" works have become publications "necessarily the expression of the collective thought or activity" whose title page "clearly
implies that the corporate body is collectively responsible for the con'
tent" in the Paris recommendations.
Both definitions are in a way operational as they define corporate authorship not in terms of what act or condition it is, but rather in terms
of the form or content of its result, i.e., the work. Paris recommendation 9.12 specifies "collective responsibility for the content" as an additional criterion. How can a corporate body be collectively responsible
for the content of a work? By agreeing to it? By financing it? Or is it
simply British Museum's "agreed upon, authorized, or issued" all over
again?
Thus even after the Paris conference. librarians were left without
a generally accepted theoretical basis for corporate authorship, a fact
that is reflected in the wide difierences in treatment accorded to corPorate bodies in the numerous new codes, all purporting to follow the
Paris recommendations.
No wonder that the authors of the annotated edition arrived at the
conclusion that sections 9.ll and 9.l2 "have not succeededin solving it
satisfactorily."6 The importance of this failure has been increasingly
recognized by the profession. Eva Verona is currently working on the
problems of corporate authorship under the auspices of the International Federation of Library Associations, and the authors of AACR have
discussedit, to name two of the recent eftorts in this field.
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Corporate Authors izr.AACR
A A CR defines authorship:
By "author" is meant the person or corporatebody chiefly responsiblefor the
creationof the intellectualoi artistic .ontent of a work. Thus cimposers,artists,
photographers,etc.,are the "authors" of the works they create;ch;ss-players
are
the "authors" of their recordedgames;etc. The term "author" also embracesan
editor or compiler who has primiry responsibilityfor the content of a work, e.g.
the compilerof a bibliography.z
How is a corporare body defined in AACR? ,,. . . any organization or
group of persons that is identified by a name and that a.t, 6r may acr as
an entity."8 It is of interest to note that AACR does not requiie legal
incorporation for qualifying as a "corporate body"-th. ,rr... existence
ot a common name is considered sufficient. such "non-incorporated corporate bodies" are simply groups of personsidentified by a name.
The conclusions that can be drawn from these two definitions are:
l. Authorship is an act of crearivity of a certain kind.
2. Personsor corporate bodies may be authors.
3. All corporate bodies are groups of persons,identified by a name.
_.
These conclusions raise immediately a number of questions. why does
the AACR definition state "the person or .orpo.uie body"? Why not
"the person or persons"? In current cataloging practice, ut l"urt according to AACR, a work may have one or more than one author. The main
difference between persons and corporate bodies as authors is that the
tormer are entered under their own names (or their substitutes) and the
latter under the common name applicable io the group of auihors as a
whole, i.e., under the corporate nime. The relatioiship between the authors and the work is identical in both cases.
Or, in other worcls, corporate authorship is a
form of personal authorship rather than a difierent or special type of uuthorsirip. It follows
that,the use of corporate name in lieu of peisonal name (s) is a problem
of choice of name rather than that of determining the'type of-authorship. This interpreta-tion leaclsto a more consisteniand a liss complicated logical structure for explaining the role of authorship in the Aacn.
rf
accept this view, it fbllows that corporate name indicating author.we
ship can only be used in connection wilh "official" publications of a
body. Such publications fall into two groups:
l. descriptiuepublications
1.0 ol goals,purpose, etc.: programs, manifestoes,declarations
l.l of actiaife'es;proceedings,acts, minutes
1.2 of resources.'lists of membership, balance sheets, inventories,
catalogs
2. regulatory publications
2.0 of organizational structure: constitutions, bylaws
2.1 of actiaities: manuals, procedures,memoranda
2.2 of quality: standards,job descriptions
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Only publications falling into one of the categories listed above will be
entere-d under the corporate body. As a result, the following types of
publications will not bi considered as examples of corporate. authorship:
journals, magazines, newspaPers,research rePorts (not dealing with the
brganization itself) prepared by the members of the corporate body,
and formal histories.
Use of Corporate Heading dn AACR
AACR rule 17, although primarily designed to guide cataloSersin the
choice of main entry when both corporate and personal names aPPeaI
on the title page, remains the main source elucidating the nature of corporate authorship. The general impression from reading this rule is that
officiut documenti of an organization should be entered under the name
of the organization and that the content of the work in combination
with the om.iut status or position of the author(s) in the_organization
determines the entry. This impression is strengthened by the provisions
of rules l7A and 18. Furthermore, corporate entry is prescribed either
for individuals or for groups of individuals, depending on circumstances.Thus
United States.Dept. of Agriculture.
stands in many casesfor the Secretaly of Agriculture, but may also designate the department as a whole, especially when used in a hierarchy of
names, for instance:
United States.Dept. of Agriculture.EconomicResearchService'
Similarly, entries such as
Mumford, LawrenceQuincy, 1903ClevelandPublic Library.
United States.Library of Congress.ProcessingDept.
United States.Library of Congress'
may all stand for one and the same person, in difterent roles and at different times in his life. Note that Al.Cn defines a corPorate body as a
group of persons, but the use of corPorate names in cataloging is not
ti*itea togroups of persons but may also be used for individuals. This
ambiguity is nowhere explained in the AACR.
A-Pattern seems to i..terge here: when a Person (or group of persons) icts in an official capacity, entry is under corresponding corPorate
name; when a person acts on his own and not ex omcio, the entry is under his personal name or its substitute.
We ire here dealing with a concept similar to the legal term "character" or "role" in the juridical sense.A person may be parent' employee,
party to contract, etc., all at the same time or at difierent times in his
iife, each role being legally recognized as being difterent, having rights
and obligations of iti own. A person may be many difierent personae riluc}l
in the same way as an actor who plays different roles. AACR tule
l7 deals exactly with this problem as it attempts to tell the cataloger how
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to identify persons in official roles requiring
sonal name entries.

corporate rather than per-

depend on the purpose, form, and content of the work. If it is in the
form of an administrative document describing the activities of the employee to his supervisor, the entry should be under the corresponding
corporate name. If it is an article in a journal written for the purpose
of informing professional colleagues of the discovery, the work hai the
character of a private communication and should be entered under the
author's personal name.
Conclusion and;Recommendations
Applying Occam's Razor to AACR, we could eliminate corporate
_
bodies from the definirion of authorship altogether and reword ttri definition to read:
Author is the person or group of personschiefly responsiblefor the creation of
the intellectualor artisticcontentof a work.
Or, perhaps, even better:
Author is the person or group of personswho has created the intellectual or artistic contentof a work.
Some parts of the rules of entry, mostly in the prefatory sections of
AACR, would have to be rewritten to explain under what circumstances
a person or a group of persons is entered under (l) his own name or its
equivalent, or (2) corporare name. provision should also be made for
corporate bodies as editors or compilers of their official publications.
Thus the changes needed in AACR would be minor ones only. This
seemsa small price to pay for an improvement in the inner logic of this
code, especially desirable as it is rapidly becoming international in appli
cation, spreading to countries not familiar with the corporate enrry rraditions of the United Statesor Great Britain.

r. Instruktionenffi.r die 'Iph"brtirr;:::;r,
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filr d.en preussischen Gesamtkatalog uom 10. Mai 1899 (Berlin: Asher, l89g) , 163p.
2. Anglo-American Cataloging Rules. North American Text (Chicago: American
Library Assn. 1967), 400p.
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3. British N{useum. Dept. of Printed Books, Catalogue of Printed Boohs in the
British Museum (London: Printed by order of the Trustees, l84I) , v. l, p.[vii].
4. Karl Dziatzko, Instruction fiir d.ie Ordnung der Titel in alphabetischen Zettelhatalog der Kdniglichen und, Uniuersitiits-Bibliothek zu Breslau (Berlin: Asher, 1886) ,

7ap'
5. International Conference on Cataloguing Principles, Paris, 1961, Report (London;
Organizing Committee of the International Conference on Cataloguing Principles,
c/o National Central Library, 1963), p.48.
6. International Conference on Cataloguing Principles, Paris, 1961, Statement ol
Principles Adopted, at the International Conference on Cataloguing Principles,
Paris,October, 1961. Annotated ed., with commentary and examples by Eva Verona
[and others]. Definitive ed. (London: IFI-A Committee on Cataloguing, l97l) ,
p.4I.
7. Anglo-American Cataloging Rules, p.9, footnote 2.
8. Anglo-American Cataloging Rules, p.ll, footnote 4.
9. Anglo-American Cataloging Rules, p.34.
10. American Library Association. Division of Cataloging and Classification, A.LA.
Cataloging Rules lor Author ancl Title Entries (2d ed.; Chicago: American Library
A s s n . , 1 9 4 9 ), p . 1 2 6 .

NEW STANDARDSAVAILABLE
The American National Standards Institute (ANSI) has recently published
American National Standard Guidelines for Format and, Production of Scientilic and Technical Reports, 239.18-1974.Copies of the standard are available for
$4.00 and may be ordered from American National Standards Institute, 1430
Broadway, New York, NY 10018.
The British Standards Institution (BSI) has published a standard which
gives comprehensive recommendations for protecting documents and seals
against many forms of deterioration. The standard, BS 4971 Recommendations
lor Repair and Allied Processesfor the Conseruation of Documents, Part l:
1973 Treatment ol Sheets,Membranes and, Seals, deals with destruction of mi
crobiological and insect infestation, mechanical and liquid cleaning, deacidification, repair and joining, lamination, and various other processes.Part 2 of BS
4971 will deal more specifically with the make-up and binding of archival documents, while a separate British standard is being prepared for the storage and
exhibition of such documents. The standard, a British eftort entirely since there
is at present no parallel international standards work in progress, is expected to
be useful to museums and other custodians of archival documents held permanently for their historical value and also to those responsible for fairly long
terrn retention of documents in record offices. Copies of the standard are available for f2.00 (including postage) from BSI Sales Department, l0l Pentonville
Rd., London Nl gND, England.
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TrendsTowardlnternational
Standardization
of Bibliographic
Elements'
GermanCafalogingReform
None TeNrstnc
World Data Center-A
Glaciology
United StatesGeological Suruey
Tacoma, Wash.ington

Efforts toward the internalional realignment of German cataloging
rules in accordancewith the prouisionsof the "Paris Principlef' of
1961 are reuiewetl. The two-d.imensional
approach of the "Prussian
Instructions,"which specifiesentering all publishedmaterialseither under the persanalname of a knoun author or-in the caseof the eaergrowing classof "anonyma"----as
title entry, no longer sufficesfor the
characterizationand id.entifrcationof the publishing output of a technologicallyoriented corporatesociety.The acceptanceof the principle
of corporateauthorshitt by German librarians has led to the formula.
ti,on of the new German code, Regeln fiir die alphabetischeKatalogi
sierung.The codeattemptsto prouide decisionrules for the generation
of bibliographicaccesselementsthat may be unambiguouslyidentifi.ed,
by man or machine within German-speaking
countriesand eaentually
leatl to uniaersalbibliographiccontrol.

TIME IS CHARACTERIZED
by somewhat turbulent develop/\UR
\--,/ ments in the theory and practice of information transfer. Great
strides are being made in the international exchange of pertinent scientific and technical information among the industrial giants of the
global society and in the provision of scientific and technical information to the economically developing nations as well.l
Libraries are an important link in the overall system of scientific and
technical information storage and retrieval and, therefore, must participate in innovative activities designed to make available the stores of
knowledge to their clientele by assembling relevant collections and bibManuscript received May l9?3; accepted for publication January 1974.
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liographic accesstools on location. To expedite international use of research literature universally acceptable sets of codes must be developed.
Such codes would specify bibliographic representation of books and
documents in terms of standard descriptive elements. Countless meetings
of librarians and information specialistshave dealt with this subject for
years. Recommendations, guides, revisions of old codes, and blueprints
for new cataloging rules, etc., have been issued by various national bodies proposing uniform practices for bibliographic control of the rapidly
gtowing and diversifying literature.z-GIt is hoped that this review of cataloging reform and trends in bibliographic standardization in Germany
will contribute in some measure to an understanding of the complexity
of problems connected with international standardization.
Historical Oueruiew
In principle, catalogers worldwide agree on the two main functions
of the catalog: (l) a finding list for publications known by their author
or title, and (2) a bibliographic authority list on literary units.?-e In other words, the alphabetic author/title catalog must provide entries which
make it possible to:
l.l Iocate a given document or work
2.1 collocate the works of an author
2.2 assembleliterary units.
The assessmentof the relative importance of these objectives causes
much discord among catalogers nationally and internationally.l.tt gololog Rules: Author and Title Entries (published in 1908 as an AngloAmerican code) , frequently revised, and Instruktionen filr die alphabeti.schenKataloge d,e.rPreussischen Bibliothehen (known to the English-speaking world as the "Prussian Instructions" and subsequently des.
ignated here as Instr.uhtionen),16 essentially unrevised since 1909, have
represented the two major Western cataloging traditions and have influenced cataloging code development in other counffies. A hybrid of these
traditions is seen in the structure of the Edinye Praaila Opisaniia Proizvedenii Pechati dlia Bibliotechnyhh Katalogoa in the USSR.16-1o
In the United States Jewett and Cutter introduced the concept of
corporate authorship as applicable to literary units by expanding on the
theoretical premises underlying the principle of intellectual responsibility by a named person.2o'21 In Prussia (Germany) the codification of the
Instruhtionen was influenced by pragmatic considerations in connection
with the realization of the Deutscher Gesamtkatalog. The existing "Berlin rules" (Berliner Regeln) for entry and Dziatzko's filing rules were
reworked to suit the cataloging needs of the major Prussian scholarly libraries by a commission of Prussian librarians under Milkau's direc1i6vv.22-2a
The final format was strongly influenced by bibliographic conventions of the book publishers.26'26The Instruhtione?? recognizes authored publications and "anonyma," which do not bear the name of a
personal author on the title page and are, therefore, entered under
title.z1,28
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The cataloging code reform movement gained impetus after World
War II. Research libraries in a number of European countries, as well
as in the United States, were faced with a flood of printed materials
which introduced new styles of authorship, new formats of publication,
and increased proportions of technical material in foreign languages.
In trying to cope with the growing backlogs of uncataloged publications,
catalogers found the existing codes pitifully antiquated, if not inadequate. The codes failed to provide guiding principles for effective bibliographic control of modern researchm21s1ial.2$-32
Dissatisfaction with the existing codes was felt strongly in Germany.33-36The reconstruction of German libraries, particularly in the
areas of collection development and processing, faced serious problems
owing to the ravages of war and the subsequent division of the country
into two distinct political entities: the Federal Republic of Germany in
the west and the German Democratic Republic in the east. Two independent cataloging cornmissions were established to rebuild Germany's
scholarly libraries ancl their bibliographic apparatus: the Westphalian
Cataloging Commission (Katalog-Ausschussof Verband der Bibliotheken des Landes Nordrhein-Westfalen) under the direction of Fferman
Fuchs in 1949 and the Berlin-Leipzig' Commission (Bibliothekskommission fiir das Katalogwesen beim Staatssekretariatsfiir Hochschulwesen
der DDR) under Joris Vorstius in 1952.36-38
Both commissionsessentially
set out to revise the scholarly Instruktionen. Erom the beginning, a
certain amount of cooperation was observed by the exchange of drafts
between the two bodies.
The Alphabetic Author/Title Catalog: Reuision or Reform?
The German literature relating to cataloging is quite voluminous: a
historical overview with extensive documentation is provided by Roloff.es
Reflecting a felt need for an explication of the Instruhtionerz, a series
of guides and introductions to the code began to appear in the 1920s,attempting to interpret the terse scholarly langtlage in more modern terms.
Bernhardi and Sassproduced the most popular works of the era, and
Vorstius contributed another sorely needed aid, a cataloging sample collection, to amplify the applicability of the code.aHz Fuchs, the author
and eclitor of many works on cataloging, clrew on his extensive experience in the compilation of tli'e Deutscher Gesamthatalog in the 1930s in
preparing the most authoritative commentary, Kommentar zu den Instruktionen . ., accepted by German catalogers as the standard, classic
cataloging aid for the interpretation of the rules of entry of the In.
struhtionen.4s'44I{e strongly believed in the merits of the scholarly approach and the logical structure of the Instruktionen and atftibuted the
prevailing state of relative order in German research libraries to the
strict application of its rules for half a century. In analyzing the ultimate purpose of the catalog, Fuchs listed the following desiderata: (l)
the catalog should provide a permanent listing of works in a library,
Volume 18,Number 4, Fall 1974
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ordered in such a way that a given work is entered once as a mairr
entry-at a location clearly designated by explicit filing rules; (2) the
catalog should be useful to users of different educational levels, backgrounds, and ages; and (3) the catalog should be hospitable to thousands of titles covering all areas of knowledge during all time periods
and in many languages.as
The Instruhtionen has in general provided entries which meet Fuchs'
requirements; it observes the literary units principles, while the filing
rules for entry under the substantiuum regens provide accessto the collection under an inherent catchword system, thus fulfilling the demands
of the finding list principle.a6 Flowever, the treatment of "anonyma,"
i.e., works including publications originated by corporate bodies, and the
complicated "grammatical" filing principle represented two problem
areas which in an era of cooperative and shared cataloging and international collaboration required reform if international alignment of rules
of entry was to be sought.nz'rs The quesrion presenting itself to the Verein Deutscher Bibliothekare (VDB, the German Library Association)
and to the Deutscher Bibliothekverband (in East Germany) was: reform
the existing code or formulate a completely new code for the alphabetical author/title catalog? Fuchs pleaded for the revision of the Instruhtionen, which he saw as a time-tested instrument.ae In East Germany Vorstius termed the Instruhtionen an outstanding example of scientific attitude in the area of cataloging. The Berlin-Leipzig Commission proceeded
to work on the revision of the code, and early drafts appeared in 1952
and 1954 under the title Regeln lilr die nlphabetische Katalogisierung an
uissenschaftlichen Bibliotheke?z.60-53
l{owever, the subsequent international developments in cataloging precluded further work on the code.
More recent efforts in cataloging revision are reviewed by Hcihne, who
points out the need for international compatibility, particularly with
the researchlibraries of the Soviet Union.6r
It is interesting to note that in East Germany a new printing of the
Instruktionerz has been issued as recently as 1965, bearing the additional
title Regeln fiir die alphabetische Katalogisierung in wissenschaftlichen
Bibliothehen. The most recent inuoduction to the Instruhtionen, together with an updated collection of cataloging examples, was published by
Rusch in the same year and reprinted four times since then, most recently in l97l.ss In West Germany the Instruhtionen has been reprinted in
1966 as a paperback edition with no textual changes.Fuchs' Kommenta'r
appeared in the same year in its fourth unchanged edition. The work of
both Rusch and Fuchs shows a realization of the need for cataloging reform, while recognizing the pressing immediate needs of German scholarly libraries. In East Germany the need for cataloging reform was felt
even more keenly, as closer cooperation with the great research libraries
of the Soviet Union had been proclaimed by government decree. In the
Soviet Union corporate entry and the "mechanical" filing principle for
title entry have been in use since the 1920s,when the Soviet code, the
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Edinye Praailn. . . , was first formulated.
For the English-language reader, trends and developments in cataloging code revision in the postwar era have been briefly reviewed by Braun
on the occasion of the West German Library Conference in 1954.s6He
points out the intensifying controversy concerning the treatment of corporate bodies as "anonyma" by the Instruhtionen, and the subsequent
entry under title according to rhe "grammatical" word order as opposed
to the Anglo-American practice of entry according to "mechanical" word
order.
In the West German literature Bauhuis discussed progress to 1954,
emphasized the need for concerted effort in cataloging reform and the
need for a continued dialogue acrosspolitical boundaries, and advocated
simplified andf or differentiated cataloging, citing limited cataloging practice and the successfulapplication of the "no-conflict" policy at the Library of Congress.s?Actually, simplified cataloging had been written into the second edition of the Instruhtione?? as an alternate choice for certain materials ($23). In response to the obviously limited cataloging requirements of the departrnental libraries (Instituts- und Seminarbibliotheken) at German universities, Fuchs compiled Kurzgefasste Verwaltungslehre f iir Institutsbibliothehen in 1957. This popular guide appeared in its third edition in l968.se It inroduces departmental librarians to alphabetic author/title cataloging by means of a concisely formulated appendix which includes alternative rules for entry of corporate
bodies (with pertinent examples) and the "mechanical" filing rules for
title entry.
International Aspects of Cataloging Ref orm
In 1956 the International Federation of Library Associations (IFLA)
called for an international conference on cataloging, and as a result cataloging code revision efforts in Europe and the United States were accelerated.seThe West German cataloging commission agreed to broaden
the scope of its work and prepared a new .draft, the Kiilner Entwurf
(1958).eoRepresentativesof the Verein Deutscher Bibliothekare actively
participated in organizational sessions for the IFLA conference, and
Ludwig Sickmann was appointed to the organizing committee in 1956.
The Kiilner Entzuurf served as the national basis of discussion for the
German representatives at the preliminary IFLA meeting in London in
1959.61Subsequentl/, at the Bibliothekartag in Trier in 1960, Braun and
Blum were elected as the official German delegates to the International
Conference on Cataloguing Principles (ICCP). The main item on the
agenda was the formulation of the German position paper concerning
the proposed conference topics for the ICCP.62 The vulnerable problem
of "anonyma" and the role of corporate bodies as bibliographical access
elements, title entry according to the "mechanical" word order, the
concept of added entry, and the introduction of the unit card were the
pressing problems in need of clarification and codification in GermaVolume 18,Number 4, Fall 1974
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ny.63'64The problems are aptly stated and analyzed in a composite work
of Baader, Poggendorf, and Weber.65
International Realignment in Cataloging Ref orm
The International Confexenceon Cataloguing Principles, held in Paris in 1961, has been termed a milestone of modern cooperative endeavors
to unify the thinking of the international cataloging community along
principle guidelines and to point out the areas of possible agreement on
the basis of such broad principles as embodied in the Statement of Principles (known as the "Paris Principles").66 A preliminary annotated edition was published by Chaplin and Anderson in 1963.62The primary
outcome of the ICCP was the acceptance by a majority of the delegates
of the principle that corporate bodies could be regarded as authors of
their publications. This acceptance signified reconciliation of cataloging
philosophy between the Anglo-American cataloging tradition and that
of the Instruhtionerz. Braun was authorized to vote for the acceptance
of the concept of corporate name €ntry in the interest of international
cooperation. Ffowever, the debate pro and contra corporate authorship
6e The Germans coined
per se continued in German cataloging circles.68,
a new term, borrowed from patent law: "der Urheber," i.e., the originator of a work. The concept of the originator in reference to a corporate
body is broader than the concept of authorship, that is to say, it encompassescorporate responsibility reaching out beyond "intellectual responsibility" for the contents. The originator is the corporate body that is responsible for the work in toto, both by commissioning its preparation
and by acting as its publisher. ln his recent review Kaltwasser explicitly
defines this new concept of "Urheber," comparing it with the concept
of corporate main entry as set forth in the North American and British
texts of the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules.zo It should be noted,
however, that in current German practice corporate names usually appear as added entries, quite frequently in the form of a series added
entry, as illustrated in the Deutsche Bibliographle, seriesA and B, since
1972. In a modern computerizecl information retrieval system, however,
the importance of accesi elements is determined by the users, and the arbitrary distinction between main and added entries is no longer valid;
by design, all bibliographic elements are equally accessible.
There has been little criticism of the "Paris Principles" internationally. Domanovszky of Hungary published a concept paper on principles
of cataloging just a few months before the ICCP, urging that the use
of corporate name headings be relegated to added entries.?r He also attacked the vagueness,if not ambiguity, of the statements which left too
much to the cataloger's interpretation.Tz In this respect, Verona's recent
annotated edition of the "Paris Principles," which analyzed and coordinated the interpretations taken by the various national codes since 1961,
has provided an example of clear analytical thinking.za' za
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Post-ICCP Problems

-definition of the scope of corporate main entry
-form of the corporate name entry: linguistic and structural
asPects
-form of entry for conferences and orher unnamed bodies
-form of entry for government publications
-form of enry for ecclesiasticalpublications
-main enfty elements of technictl reports
-use of title main entry
-designation and use of alternative accesselements.?6
In Germany catalog revision eftorts were reviewed at the Darmstadt
conference in 1962 in the light of the "paris principles."ze The VDB
charged its Kommission fiir Alphabetische Katalogisierung with the
formulation of rules of entry for corporate bodieJ and a- new filing
scheme according to the given "mechanical" word order in titles; a draft
edition was published in lg65: Regeln fiir die alphabetische Katalogisierung. Tei,Ientuurf.zz rhe draft was to serve as a recommended caia-

code structure and organization as it was shaped in combined meetings
of the German-speaking national commissioni
1i.e., those of West Gelmany,- East Germany, and Ausuia) and with the participation of representatives from Switzerland and Luxembourg.8z The objectives of the
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Kommission fiir alphabetische Katalogisierung are (l) to provide German libraries with clear and simple cataloging rules, (2) to take into
consideration the needs of catalog users, (3) to find solutions to existing
cataloging problems in consonance with the approaches of other major
codes, and (4) to formulate the rules with due consideration of the requirements posed by the automation of cataloging procedures in new
university libraries.ss East German support of German catalog code reform and expression of agreement with progress made to date by the
various national commissions of the German-speaking countries was
voiced by Kunze.sa
The Kommission fiir alphabetische Katalogisierung of the Verein
Deutscher Bibliothekare reports that agreement (with the exception of
entry of works known under different titles) on the formulation of the
composite rules of the draft code has been reached by representatives of
the German-speaking countries. Publication of the draft code was exPected to commence in 1973; a final edition of the complete code will take
place at a later date. Kaltwasser has provided a useful summary of the
recent history of German catalog code revision.sE
T oward, Stand,ard B iblio graphic D esniption
More significant still are the movements toward international standardization of bibliographic description which have taken place since the
historic conference in Paris. At the IFLA meeting held in Frankfurt am
Main in 196& Kaltwasser very critically appraised the Shared Cataloging
Program of the Library of Congress (LC), expressing grave reservations
concerning the benefits accruing in the form of LC cataloging copy for
the participating national libraries or bibliographies in countries outside
the Anglo-American cataloging tradition. He warned of uncritical agreements concerning exchange of bibliographical data, and of the pitfalls
that were bound to occur when incompatible cataloging copy from LC
had to be converted into format prescribed by the two prevailing Ger'
man codes (the Instruhtionen and the Regeln), which also were incompatible with each other.86
Accelerated computerization of library technical processes in the
1960s and, particularly, the MARC Project of the Library of Congress
made standardization urgent.87'e8 The choice and form of descriptive
bibliographic elements and their sequencing within the bibliographic
record present a special problem which was not dealt with at the ICCP
in 1961. Neither did ICCP deliberations touch on the impact of electronic data processing on cataloging processes,a topic that would have
implied standardization of data elements and procedures, even though
Gull had contributed a paper on the subject.ss-erAll these unresolved
problems were addressedat the International Meeting of Cataloging Experts (IMCE) in Copenhagen, 1969. Kaltwasser presented the official
German report of the IMCE proceedings to the Verein Deutscher Bibliothekare. He analyzed the degree of standardization desirable in order to
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achieve compatibility of. data transfer. Not only must bibliographical
information be made avaiTable in the national bibliographies as completely and as quickly as possible, but relevant data must also be standardized to ensure smooth information exchange. Standardization
should be considered at three levels: (l) technical standardization, i.e.,
standardization of data carriers such as tapes; (2) oryanization of bibliographical elements on data carriers (use of compatible schemes for
content identification); (3) standardization of the bibliographical elements: the choice and form of "key" elements which determine the file
order, as well as the degree of completeness of the descriptive record
and its organization.e2'eB
The main outcome of the IMCE was rhe acceptance,by a majority,
of the concept of standard bibliographic description, which after further study by the IFLA Committee on Cataloguing has been formulated
as an international standard: ISBD(M)-Intemational
Standard Bibliographic Description for Single Volume and Multi.-Volume Monographic
Publications.e4'e6 First published in 1971, ISBD(M) is presenrly being
studied by the national standards institutions and the International Organization for Standardization before its final adoption as an official international standard.e6One should take note of the purpose of the standard as stated by A. H. Chaplin, the chairman of the IFLA Committee
on Cataloguing:
The purposeof the ISBD (M) is to provide an internationally acceptedframework for the representation of descriptive information in bibliographic records
of monographic-i.e. non-serial-publications.It is designedto meet three requirements for the efficient international use of such records: first, that records
produced in one country or by the users of one language can be easily understood in other countries and by the users of other languages;secondly,thar the
recordsproduced in each country can be integrated into files or lists of various
kinds containing also records from other countries; and thirdly, that records in
written or printed form can be converted into machine-readableform with the
minimum of editing.e?
The ISBD(M) has been accepted by national libraries in Europe,
North America, and Australia. Official translations exist in French, Russian, and Spanish.eaDeutsche Bibliographie, the compurerized German
national bibliography, has adopted the ISBD(M) formar for its "shared

furt am Main, while the international agency has been installed in the
104 The
Staatsbibliothek Preussischer Kulturbesitz in West g,s1lin.10B,
ISBN will bring advantages of unique identification and simplification
of labeling to libraries and book publishers alike.
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Compu t erizati on : T h e M achin e-Readable Re cor d
Computerization of library technical processesis steadily spreading
106 The Arbeitsstelle
in German academic and large public 1ifo121iss.106'
fiir Bibliothekstechnik
(Office for Library Technology), situated within the Staatsbibliothek PreussischerKulturbesitz in West Berlin, has assumed the role of a centralized planning and coordination agency for
the utilization of electronic data processing, standardization, and interlibrary cooperation in developing new technology.rozAfter cosponsoring
the Unesco Seminar on Electronic Data Processing in Regensburg in
1970, which gave a bird's-eye view of automation in German research libraries in the 1960s, the Arbeitsstelle (Walter Lingenberg, director) convoked an international conference on machine-readable cataloging in
Berlin in 1971.108-u0
The founding of new universities has provided an opportunity for
experimentation with book catalogs and Bochum and Regensburg have
made notable progress: their work has been based on local rules deriving
from the Instruktionen. More recently, Stolzenburg in Konstanz, Lingenberg in Berlin, and Kohl at the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek in Munich set out independently to develop a standard scheme (Schema) for
a German machine-readable communication format based on the new
Regeln.rrr-rra Kaltwasser reports that such a German bibliographic comhas been sucmunication format (f)eutsches Austauschformat-MABl)
cessfully developed.and that the Deutsche Bibliographi'e has adopted-it
and is ready to-utilize it for its bibliographic information exchange; he
urges all research libraries contemplating computerization of bibliogtaphic activity seriously to consider adopting the format for reasons of
compatibility and standardization within the German-speaking countries.lr6
Library automation in East Germany has been developing with an
eye toward compatibility with the Soviet research libraries. Recent devel1u
opments have been described by Schwarz 2nd [,s11.116'
O utlo o h : T owar d U niaersal B ib lio gr ap hi,c Co ntr o I
Currently German librarians and information specialists are as active as their American colleagues in attempting to devise theoretical
foundations for national, international, ultimately universal bibliographic control and information transfer. Emphasis is on uniform
methodology in selecting, entering, formatting, and coding of bibliographic records to render them capable of multiple accessand multipurpose processing by libraries, infoimation centers, and the book trade,
for the production of bibliographic copy and catalog entry according to
national preference and norms.
The need is for a standardized bibliographic record which will provide a concise and unique address to any bibliographic unit, as well as
sufficient accesspoints for the assembly of a desired literaty unit on demand. Such a bibliographic record should be acceptable to its interna-
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37. Fuchs, Bib li.othekweru altung, p.l4B.
38. Horst Kwze, Grundzi)ge dei Eibliothekslehre
1969), p.319-2b.

(Leipzig: Bibliographisches Institut,

54. Heinz Hrihne, "uber den Fortgang der Arbeiten am neuen Regelwerk fiir die
alphabetische Katalogisierung im deutsch-sprachigen Raum," Jahrbuch d,er Deutschen Bucherei 3:39-79 (1967) .
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Angto-American
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added entries are assigned
.Processing DePt.,
For difierences from iC practica s." U.S. Library of Congress.
Catatoging Seruice I05:l-14 (Nov' 1972)
.'Library Developments in the Federal Republic-of__Germany in
100. Otro iOh--untt,
(1972) .
l7:468J2
197I," Boztker Annual ol Library and, Book Trad,e Information
l0l. Kaltwasser, "Entstehung, Strukturen und Anwendung," p'8-9, 19: -. - .
..Aur der Arbeit der "Kommission des Vereins Deuticher Bibliothekare," Zei't'
102.
schrift tilr Bibliotheksuesen und, Bibliographie 19;397 (1972) ' ,---..Internarionale stindard-Buchnummer
(ISBN) und Inter103. K. w. Neubauer,
'serial'-Nummer (ISSN) ," Zeitschrift filr Bibliotheksuesen und
Standard
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Bibliographie l8:333J8 (1971) .
104. I-rihmann, "Library Developments," p.47 l.
Deutschder Bundesrepublik
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lgb. W. Lingenberg, "bo-prrt.'..irsatz
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..computer Techniques in the Libraries of the Federal Republic of
106. J. Wieder
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(Jnesco Bulletin
and Tiends,"
lor Librari'es 23:24542
Application
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in Libraiies of the
tOi. Waitei Lingenberg, "Cenrral Organization for Automation
German Federal R.epublic," Libri' 22155-62 (1972) '
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eines einheitlichen ErfassunBsschemas," Zeitlll. Christa Bosmeyer, "EntwiJklung
schri.It filr Bi'bli'othekswesenund Bibli'ographi'e 17:265-68 (1970) '
Erfassung
l12. Joacirim Stolzenburg and Giinther Rabe, "Das Konstanzer Schema zur
und, Bibliographie
Zeitschrilt
daten,"
lilr Bibtiotheksuesen
Libliograptrisctrer
16:l19-53 (1969).
,'Enrwurf
Schemas zur Erfassung biblioeines einheitlichen
rt3. w. Lingenberg,
gtaphischet Daien (DFG-schema) ," Libri 21135-57 (1971) '
I14. Ernsr Kohl, "Datenorganisation der Bayer. Staatsbibliothek," zeitschrilt |iir
Bibliothekswesen und Bibliographie 19:429-30 (1972) '
I15. Kaltwasser, "Entstehung, Strukturen und Anwendung"' p'22'
Zusammenarbeit bei der Einsatzvorbereitung
116. Gerhard Schwarz, "Iniernationale
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der elektronischen Datenverarbeitung im Bibliothekswesen," zentralblatt
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und
ll?. Karl Heinrich Bell, "nDV-Projekte im wissenschaftlichen Bibliothekswesen
der DDR," Zentralblatt fiir Bibli,otheksuesen
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86:467 (1972).
Control (UBC) '" Unesco Bul
Kulr-usser, "Universal Bibliographic
llg. Franz i.o.g
Ietin lor Libraries 25:252-59 (Sept./Oct. l97l) .

APPENDIX
Recent Publications of Interest
Thefollowingmajorpublicationsissuedafterthewritingofthisarticleale
pertinent to Gerrnan cataloging reform:
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Jung, Rudolf. "Die Reform der alphabetischen Katalogisierung in Deutschland und die
internationale Vereinheitlichung der Katalogisierungsregeln," Libri. 24l-18
(1g74).
A historical overview of German endeavors relating to catalog code standardization
from l9ll to the present.
Kohl, Ernst. "The German Exchange Format MABI,,, International
Cataloguing
3:+-5 (April/June 1974) .
Provides a summary in English of recent developments in German mechanized
cataloging systems.

DIRECTORY OF LIBRARY REPROGRAPHIC SERVICES
The publication of the sixth edition of the Directory of Li.brary Reprographic seruices is tentatively scheduled for January lg26. The primary objective
of this publication is to provide cumenr information about copying, duplicating,
and loan services offered by the institutions listed in tt'e Directory. The datagathering questionnaire is now ready and will be forwarded auromatically to
all the institutions listed in the fifrh edition of the Director"tt. Anv orher institutions offering reprographic and loan services are urged to i.q,r"ri the questionnaire from the editor of the publicarion: Mr. Joseph Z. Nitecki, Assoiiate Director for Technical Services, Temple University Libraries, philadelphia, pA

19r22.
The publication of the Directory is sponsored by the Reproduction of Library Materials section of the Resources and Technical services Division,
American Library Association.
To assure the inclusioh of your institution in the next edition of. the Director"j
please ask for the questionnaire now.
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CurriculumLaboratoryClassification
and Organizafion
Pet SHenr

Curri,culumLaboratory
Uniaersityof Ioua
Iowa Ci,t"t
onh
Gneco Soncolo

The classificationfor curricular materials d,aneloped,by and used at
the lJniversity of lowa Curriculum Laboratory is desctibed. The classification is designed (1) to couer all curricular areas, (2) to be shn'
ple, logical, and, recognizable,(3) to be adaptable to a wide variety of
materialsin all rnedia, and.(4) to prwide ready accessibilityto all ma'
terials through completecataloging.Portions of the classificationand
examplesof its application are included.

-rHE
COLLECPROBLEMS OF ORGANTZTNG A CURRICULUM
I TION have plagued curriculum iibrarians for years. With no standardized organizational guidelines available, each curriculum librarian
has had to invent his own system. Some unusual and frustrating fabri'
cations have resulted from this necessityto innovate in isolation. In certain centers, one may have to find the American history textbooks by first
locating the books with the red, white, and blue tape on the spine. To
find a given textbook in another center, one may be given only a shelf
number. Many centers have little or no access to the materials through
a card catalog.
A few organizational systems have been developed which show validity. The University of Washington library uses a system which organizes
curriculum materials under a modified Dewey system.l Though the system
appears well developed, the Dewey system, even with modifications, cannot coincide with the structure of the school curriculum, which is the
logical structure for organizing a curriculum collection.
Manuscript received June lg73; accepted for publication November 1973. Prepared
while Grace Songolowas associatedwith the Curriculum Laboratory.
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The scheme devised in a master's dissertation by Lois watt is built
around the curriculum as taught, using letters to signify general subject
disciplines (".g., "N" is used for arr materials, "J't ir ,tsed for science
materials).2 Unfortunately, the lack of a mnemonic basis for the symbols may make this schemedifficult for the patron to use.
The aim of this article is to present a system of organizing and classifying a curriculum materials collection in a way which wil-l best serve
education specialists.
The curriculum collection will include materials of all types for preschool through high school. children's and young people's'trade books
should be a part of the curriculum center and cin- be classified.by the
Dewey system with a separate card catalog conelating with like collections in school libraries. These materials present tro speiial probrems.
It is the curriculum materials, such as textbooks, curriculum guides,
and non-print media, which presenr the problem. Through trial and error (and error and error), a classification and organizational system has
b_eendeveloping in the university of Iowa curriculum Laborarory over
the past ten years. This system (presented here with further refinements) has proved workable for the laboratory and is being used in the
Curriculum Center of the Iowa City Communiiy School District.
The following criteria are used as the basis for the system. The first
is that-the-systern be based on the curricular areas generally taught
Sspe:t
in the school. Therefore, materials should be organizeJ around brdad
disciplines of the curriculum such as social studies and language arrs.
EI-Hi Textbooks in Print sewes as a guide for formuratingf the disci
plines and their subdivisions and reflecti trends and changes-in curriculum offeringp. By using Textbooks in print ro verify idditions and
changes to the system, undue proliferation can be avoided.
The second requirement is that the system be simple, logical, and recognizable. Abbreviation-based codings can aid new uiers tJadjust quickly to the
(..g., "S" used for science materials). Organizin! tne
:ysteTmaterials in subject area centers (language arts, mathematics, sci-ence,
social studies, and early childhood), instead of by type of medium, can
also aid the user in locating related material.
A third consideration is that the scheme be adaptable to a wide variety o{ materials in all media. The importance of nonprint media in class-materials
room teaching and the changing formar of print
(e.g., the
unit text) musr be reflected in the sysrem by making provision for the
inclusion of such materials.
A fourth concern is that rhe system provide ready accessibility to all
materials through complete cataloging. sufficient catalog enrries should
allow a person to locate materials on a specific aspect of a subject or
from a cross-disciplinary viewpoint.
The primary consideration in classifying materials is designating the
curriculum discipline to which rhe material belongs. This discipline coding then becom-esthe first entity of the call tt.i*b... subdivisions of
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that discipline can be added to the coding to bring together all materials
in a specific area:

s
sb
Se

Science
Biology and Physiology (Science, Biology)
Envitonmental Studies (Science, Environmental Studies)

The basic list of codings appears as the Appendix at the end of this
paper. Et-Hi Textbooki in Prr'nf should be used for a complete listing

symbol for the form of the material:

.TX

.c
.FS

Textbook
Curriculum Guide
Filmstrip

The first line of a call number would then appear as:
S.TX
SO.C
Ma.FS

Sciencetextbook
Social studies curriculum guide
Mathematics,algebra,filmsuip

The second line of the call number is a two-place Cutter number for
the main entry. For print materials, the publisher is considered to be the
main entry. For curriculum guides, since the publisher is most often a
school from a given state, the Cutter number consists of two parts: (l)
a Cutter for the state, and (2) a Cutter for the school system. Cutter
numbers for print materials are followed by a work mark for the title
of the rnateriil. Nonprint media are cataloged according to the Association of Educational Communications and Technology standards, which
specify the title as main entry. Thus, nonprint items are Cuttered by
title. A work mark is used for these materials only when it is needed to
distinguish materials:

S.TX
558p

Sciencetextbook
Silver Burdett, Probing the Natural World

so.c
C36y

Social studies curriculum guide
Iowa
Cedar Rapids Schools,You Are Unique

Ma.FS
F14

Mathematics, algebra, filmstrip
Factors and, Factoring

r64

In the case of textbooks, additional information is necessary in the
call number to insure that all components of a series are shelved as a
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unit by grade level or volume. A symbol can indicate grade level or volume as line three of the call number. A fourth line can identify indi
vidual components such as teacher's edition (TE) or workbook (W).
Thus a textbook series could have the following sequence of call numbers:

s.Tx

s.T:(

s.Tx

s.Tx

s.T:(

s.Tx

S58p
GrJ(

S58p
Gr.K
TE

S58p
Gr.l

558p
Gr.l
TE

S58p
Gr.l

S58p
Gr.2

w

This simple scheme is adaptable for special problem situations such
as multitext materials. In such cases,the materials can be numbered in
parentheses. Therefore, a series of multitexts with teaching editions
would appear as follows:
Gr.l
(1)

Gr.l

Gr.l

(l)rE

(2)

Gr.I

(z)rE

Gr.2

(r)

Gr.Z

(l)rE

It is also desirable to identify materials according to level or ability.
A preprinted label indicating "Elementary," "Secondary," "Adult Education," or "Special Education" can be affixed to the front cover and/or
spine of the materials for recognition or separation of these materials.
If adult education or special education materials are to be located together instead of with the discipline centers, codings like "AD" and
"S.ED" can be used as the first line in the call number:
S.ED
SOc.TX
F66c

Special education
Social studies civics textbook
Follett, Ciaics

An organizational scheme is only one component of a functional
curriculum center. As stated in the fourth criterion above, access to the
contents of the materials through the card catalog is also imperative. It
is well worth the time expended to catalog materials completely if the
patron is more likely to become independent in the use of the center.
Basic entries for materials include the following:
l. Shelf card;
2. Publisher card;
3. Title card (omitted for curriculum guides which do not have distinctive titlei in most cases);
4. Subject cards (omitted for textbooks because they most often cover the whole of a general curricular area with similar topics in
similar texts, and because they are frequently revised and outdated, making cataloging prohibitive). Sears List of Subiect Headengs is used for subjects with adapations for special curriculum
topics, such as "Community helpers," and "Movement exploration."
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An additional entry is made under project name if the material is the
product of a curriculum project.
In conclusion, the primary goal of a workable organizational system
should be to make possible an easy and quick accessto the materials. De'
veloping such a system is a difficult task, and individuals should not
need to devise their system in isolation. Until there is a standard method
for organizing a curriculum center, librarians will need to draw on the
experience of others. It is the hope that the present system may serve as
a guide from which librarians can incorporate and adapt those asPects
which may prove most useful.
REFERENCES
of a Curriculum
Collection,"
Organization
l. Claire A. Marston, "Bibliographical
Peabody Journal of Ed,ucation 47'.48-52 (fuly 1969).
2. Lois Belfield Watt, Textbook Classification Scheme for Use ui,th Elenxentary and,
Secondany Schoolbooks and Related, Publications in Educational Materials Centers
(4th ed.; Washington: U.S. Office of Education, 1967), lgp. OE-I4031-40, a rePort
Technology and
from the Educational Materials Center, Division of Inforrnation
Dissemination, Bureau of Research.

APPENDIX
Discipline Codes (Based on divisions in
EI-Hi Textbooks in Print\
A
Aa
B
Ba
Be
Bl
Br
Bs
F
Ff
Fg
Fl
Fs
G
Gc
Ir

Art
Art Appreciation and
Criticism
Business
Accounting and Bookkeeping
BusinessEnglish
BusinessLaw
Retailing, Marketing, and
Salesmanship
Shorthand and Typing
Foreign Languages
French
German
Iarin
Spanish
Guidance
Career Guidarrce
Health and Phvsical Education

Hd
Hh
Hp
Hs
Hse
HO
HOc

Driver Education
Health and Hygiene
Physical Education
Safety
Sex Education
flome Economics
Child Care and Development
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HOcl
HOco
HOf
HOn
L
Lc
Le
Lh
Lj
Ll
Ls
Lsp
LI

Clothing and Fabrics
Consumer Problems
Food and Nutrition
Marriage and the Family
Language Arts
Composition and Creative
Writing
English as a Second l-anguage
Handwriting
Journalism
Library Skills and
Organization
Speech
Spelling
Lit€rature

M
Ma
Mg
Mt

Mathematics
Algebra
Geometry
Trigonometry

MU

Music

N

Nursery and Kindergarten
Education

R

Reading

RX,

Religious

S

Science
Aeronautics and Space Study
Astronomy

Sa
Sas

Education
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Sb
Sc
Se
Sp
Sph
SO
SOc
Soco
SOe
SOg
SOha
SOhw
SOm
SOp
S(X
ST
T

Biology and Physiotogy
Chemistry
Environmental Studies
Physical Science
Physics
Social Science
Civics and Citizenship
Contemporary Problems
Economics
Geography
History, American
History, World
Minority Group Studies
Psychology and philosophy
Sociology and Anthropology
Stag€craft and Play production
Tecbnology and Audiovisual
Instruction

Form Codings

c
TX

Key to Textbooh Conxponents
TE
TM

w

WTE

Print

B

Nonprint
AP
Art Print
CH
Chart
FL
Filmloop
FS
Filmstrip
G
Game
K
Kit
M
Map
MO
Model
P
Picture, Study Print
PO
Poster
R
Record
S
Slide
SFS
Sound Filmstrip, Sound Slide
T
Tape (Reel, Cassette)
TR
Transparency

Bibliography
Curriculum Guide
Texbook

s

T
TTE

Teacher Edition
Teacher Manual or Guide
Workbook
Workbook, Teacher Edition
Supplementary Readings or
Resources
Tests
Tests, Teacher Edition

LIST OF SUBSCRIPTION AGENTS AVAILABLE
The American Library Association has announced publication of
International Subscription Agents: An Annotated Directory. 3d ed. Comp,
by Peter J. de la Gatza fot the Serials and Acquisitions Sections, Resources
and Technical Services Division, American Library Association. Chicago:
1974.96p. ISBN 0-8389-3153-7(1974). 94.50 pa.
This updated guide was compiled from reports by research libraries and from
replies of agents to questionnaires and is a proven tool for the acquisition of
foreign periodicals by United States libraries.

An updated version of the 1969 edition, this directory may be ordered from:
Order Department, American Library Associarion, 50 E. Huron St., Chicago, IL
6061l.
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Centered Headingsin fhe

Dewey DecimalClassificafion
GonooN SrnvnNsoN
School of Library and Inf ormation Science
State UniaersitY of New Yorh
Alban"t

The centered heading is a typographical deaice used in fDe Dewey Deci
mal Classification (DDC) schedules to signal a breakdown in the relationship between the system'sinner structure and its notation. It usually
identifies a classfor which no si,ngle classnumber is prwided in the
schedules. It cannot be iusti,f,ed on any theoretical grounds, but has
seraed the practical functions of (1) shortening class numbers and
(2) perrnitting the system to expand internally uith a mi'ni'murn of ma'
ior notational changes. With the present state of research in the use of
DDC, the cri,teria needed to eaaluate the practical consequencesof the
deuice are lacking.

HE SIXTEENTH
(DDC) identified

EDITION
of the Dewey Decimal Classifi'cation
and explained a structural feature called the cen-

tered heading. The term "centered heading" serves a useful purpose, but
has no meaning in general classification theory and is descriptive of only
the most superficial aspect of a series of extremely complex phenomena
peculiar to DDC. A centered heading, as explained in introductions to recent editions of. DDC, consists of a range of numtrers and a heading
which are centered on the page, instead of having the numbers in the
usual number column. The purpose of this typographical device is to
"show the spread of a sequenceof numbers which is spelled out in detail
immediately following."r The glossary in the eighteenth edition explains
that a center,edheading is "a heading representing a concept for which
there is no specific number in the hierarchy of notation, and which, there'
fore, coversa span of numbers."2
A few centered headings were used in the fourteenth edition. With
the fifteenth edition. the number had risen to 69. Even in 1958, with the
sixteenth edition, the device was used quite sparingly' Of the approximately 320 centered headings found in the sixteenth edition, more than
Manuscript received October 1973; accepted for publication November 1973.
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half are found in the geographical tables built into the 900s. Seven years
later, however, the seventeenth edition appeared with more than I,050
centered headings. Some doubts must have begun to surface at the DDC
editorial oftce about this time, for with the eighteenth edition the total
number of centered headings in the main body of the schedules was reduced to around 820, a reduction of 25 percent. Although it removed
many centered headings, the eighteenth edition also introduced some
new ones in unexpected places, and indications are that the device will
remain a part of DDC for a long time to come.
The inner process which creates problems that have been addressed
by centered headings existed in the system long before the device was
identified, labeled, and indicated in the schedules.Despite its long use,
the centered heading has found few friends, and it is doubtful that
even the most enthusiastic advocates of DDC favor the device. In anv

by adjustments in the notation.
Inner and Outer Structure

presented in natural language terms) and the outer form (the system of
notation). Insofar as is possible and reasonable, the inner structure of
DDC is hierarchical, and its notation is "expressive" to rhe extent that
it accurately reflects this inner sructure. A centered heading results
from an inability of the outer form to reflect the inner structure. It representsan ellipsis in the hierarchical notation.
The Notati,onal Efiects of Centered Headings

629.133
629.133I
629.1332
629.13322

Aircraft types
Models
Lighter-than-airaircraft
Free and capriveballoons
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629.13324

Airships (Dirigible balloons)
*629.183 25-629.133 27 Specific types of dirigibles
629.133 25
Rigid dirigibles
629.133 26
Semirigid dirigibles
629.133 27
Nonrigid dirigibles
The inner structure in this case clearly requires that the block of subclasses"Specific types of dirigibles" have a notational system which indicates that "specific types" are subclassesof "Airships (Dirigible balloons)." Ffowever, the notation of these subclasseshas been moved up
one level in the notational hierarchy. The practical result of this is that
the subclassesare coordinate with, rather than subordinate to, 629.13324.
The centered heading does nothing more than identify this fracture in
the notational system. In a hierarchical notation, the three subclassesof
629.13824 must include the code digit for "Airships (Dirigible balloons)," i.e., the final "4," and each subclassmust be identified by a further notational extension of one digit.
629.13324 Airships (Dirigitrle balloons)
629.133241 Rigiddirigibles
629.133242 Semirigiddirigibles
629.133243 Nonrigiddirigibles
Doubtless most librarians who work daily with the system in some public
service capacity are willing to forgo logic in caseslike this in order to
have the shorter notation which results from the use of a centered headittg.
It is difficult to understand completely the reason for any specific centered heading without diagramming its structure, both with and without
the notational ellipsis. All centered headings are variations (sometimes
extremely complicated) of the diagram shown in Figure l. Since, in the
normal notation of. DDC, at each level of the hierarchy the class number is extended by one digit, it can be seen that by using a centered heading to move a block of coordinates upward in the hierarchy, the notation
is shortened one digit.
The numerous and drastic notational changes which would be required if all centered headings were removed and a completely hierarchical notation adopted become evident when we restructure the notation of a centered heading at a more general level of a hierarchy. Consider, for example, the centered heading "Communication services"
(383-384) from the eighteenth edition. The missing class in the hierarchical notation is for general material on "Communication services," for
this topic is notationally defined only by its two major subdivisions:
"Postal communication" (383) and "Other systems of communication
fand] Telecommunication" (38a). The classifier is instructed to "class
comprehensive works in 380.3." ff we remove the centered heading and
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239 Apologeticsand polemics
239.1
In apostolictimes
239.11
AgainstJews. . .
Against pagans. . .
239.12
Against Neoplatonists. . .
239.1t
289.2 In post-apostolictimes

239
239.r
239.2
2E9.3
239.4
239.5

The diagram and notation to the left show the inner structure and a corresponding hierarchical notation. To the right is a diagram of the nonhierarchical
notation used in tll'e DDC schedules and identified by the cenrered heading
"239.2-239.4 Against doctrines of specific groups in apostolic times." (From the
eighteenth edition.)
Figure I
Example of Centered Heading

allot the class number 383 to "Communication
services," then at the next
level of division we have three subclasses: "Postal communication"

(383.1), "Telecommunication"
(383.2), and "Other systems" (383.3).
A change to hierarchical notation at this level would change the notation
of somewhere between fifty and sixty subclassesof the topic "Communication services."
Centered,Headings within Centered Headi,ngs
Centered headings may be found at any level of the notational hierarchy. Furthermore, in following the systematic division of any specific
hierarchical chain, it is not uncommon to find more than one centered
heading, each at a difierent level of division. The following excerpt,
from the seventeenth edition, is a case in point. The descriptive terms
are indented to show their subordinate and coordinate relationships, and
the hierarchical notation which corresponds to the inner structure is
given in the first column. The third column contains the notations used
in the DDC schedulesas a result of the two centered headings identified
by asterisks.
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Hie,rarchical
Notation

388.
388.3 .
388.31
388.32
388.321
388.322
388.323
388.33
388.33r
388.332
388.3321
388.3321r
388.33212

Subject
Hierarchy

DDC
Notation

Ground transportation
Vehicular transportation
Traffic flow
Other activities
Passenger services
Freight services
Free services
Facilities
Stationary
Vehicular
Conventional
Carts
Gasoline-powered

388.
388.3
388.31
388.32
388.321
388.324
388.329
+,r

388.33
iF

388.34
388.341
388.342

To the centered headings shown in the excerpt must be added anorher
centere.dheading found a[ anorher level in the hierarchy: "Transportation services" (383-388). This example, rhen, illustrates a cenrered heading within a centered heading within a cenrered heading. If hierarchical
notation were used at all levels of division, the notation for subclasses
at the level of "Carts" would include at least nine digits, rather than the
six digits used in DDC. Occasionally, centered headings are eliminated
when the internal structure of the system is reworked: in the eighteenth
edition, 388.3 is presented with a difierent internal structure and a system of notation that does not use centered headings.
Are,C entered Headings Ineaitable?
The comments in

the introductory

material in

editions sixteen

_ Centered headings were introduced, not becausethey were inevitable,
but because in moving from one edition to the next the system had to
expand internally. For the most part,.centered headings represent an explicit recognition of nonhierarchical notations that 6ad existed in the
system
{91 a long time. The growth of knowledge does not proceed by
amoebalike divisions of ten at the far reaches of. DDC's fiierarehies;
rather, new subjects emerge in unfortunate places for classification makers of all persuasions,and old subjects regroup in new ways or exhibit
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new dimensions and relationships. Centered headings proved to be a convenient way of permitting internal expansion in specific areas without
causing notational havoc in contiguous classes.Just as often, however, centered headings seem to have been used for the sole purpose of providing
shorter classnumbers than would have resulted from a strictly hierarchical notation.
The Phoenix Schedules:510 and )40
One way to understand why a given centered heading was introduced
is to examine the alternative solutions to whatever problem the editors
were dealing with in that specific case. A detailed study would also
involve comparisons between different editions. Especially instructive
would be a study of what happened to centered headings in the transition from the seventeenth edition to the eighteenth. Which were retained from the earlier edition, what circumstances made it possible to
drop so many, and what happened when they were dropped? Is there a
consistently applied general policy regarding the use of centered headings?
The assumption that centered headings represent a compromise in expanding schedulesinto new editions is not supported by the two phoenix
schedules of the eighteenth edition. With new schedules for law and
mathematics, the editors were not bound by any previous notational decisions beyond the first two digits. The whole array of class numbers
was at their disposal. The 5l0s are completely devoid of centered headings. On the other hand, the new 340 schedule contains thirty-six centered headings (as opposed to twelve in the seventeenth edition). Obviously, there was a compromise between some residue from the sixteenth edition (i.e., the use of .3-.9 for "Specific jurisdictions" in classes
342 through 348) and the new inner structure. In any case, in the 340s
between 342 and 348, standard subdivisions are introduced by ".00," the
seriesof classesfollowing the decimal point is used for "Specific jurisdictions," leaving only the digital expansion of ".0" for all other nonspecific material (and this is where the centered headings are found).
Conclusions
FIow one reacts to the introduction and use of centered headings depends entirely on how one feels about certain aspects of the structure
and use of library classification in general and DDC in particular. Answers are required to such questions as: what is the function of classification notation and how should it relate to the inner structure of a system? Is there a need for "integrity of numbers" in successiveeditions of
DDC? Is the length of class numbers an important consideration? Is
there a use for a classified cataTogbased on DDC? If the relationship between inner structure and outer symbolic representation should be logi
cal, exact, and consistent, then there is no doubt that centered headings
must go. If one is interested in keeping class numbers as short as possi-
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ble, then one will be more inclined to accept centered headings. If it is
important that changes in successiveeditions of. DDC be kept io a minimum as the system makes room for new knowledge, then the centered
heading is a remarkably ingenious device to this end.
_ In considering the future of general library classification systems in
relation to the potential of the computer, we are talking about ihe classified catalog,and little else. If one is interested in the claisified catalog (as
are most of the overseas users of DDC), then centered headings need to
be examined in terms of the limitations they might place on the development of the full subject retrieval efficiency of a computefized DDC
system.
The real dilemma is that we seem to have no objective way of answering most of these questions. My own view is that centered headings
are of-very doubtful value and may be destructive to aspectsof the syitem which are integral to its very narure. In a system lik; DDC, however,
theoretical concerns must count for little when the aim is-as it should
be-to provide a practical working tool for subject organization and access.What, then, are the practical consequences of centered headings for
the shelving of books in libraries? With- the presenr srate of knowledge
about the use of DDC,I do not see how we can answer this question precisely, if by "use" we mean the process which takes place wfien the user
of a_library collection interacrs with the shelving syitem. This question
.(and many other important questions about the present and future utility of. DDC\ is related more to research in humah behavior than to abstract principles of library classification. If we agree that the mnemonic
efficiency of a DDC class number begins to deteriorate rapidly at least
after the sixth digit, then centered headings at lower leveli of the hiera,rchy (which is where most of them are found) will not seriously afiect
the_efficiency of the system, except to the extent that more-or-less general material is shelved in a specific class.
The future of the classified catalog is a difierent matter. It simply
has no future in the united states as a general library accesstool until
someone demonstrates that it can give us enough new subject approache_sto justify its revival. If we were to provide for a given book as many
class numbers as are necessary to express its contents, as we presently do
with subjgcl headings, then MARC tapes might provide for an alphabetical subject approach and a classified catilog from the sa*e dat"
base, i.e., an interesting combination of the dicri,onary catalog and. the
classified catalog. This potential should be rather exciting to ttre DDC
people- One can conceive of a system in which the class numbers on the
tapes borrow some of the feaiures of the notation of the (Jniversal
Decimal Classification to permit computer manipulation, while at the
s-am9
lge providing a conventional DDC number for shelving systems.
As DDC moves toward its nineteenth edition, the two areas of needed
research are use studies and machine application. From such iesearch we
may establish sound criteria for evaluating the efficiency of centered
headings and other structural features of the system.
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ADDENDUM:

Current Status of Centered Headings

In March 1973 the Dewev Decimal Classification Sub-Committee of the Li
brary Association (Great Briiain) recommended that certain changes be made
in the policy regarding centered headings.E These proposed changes were endorsed by the DDC Editorial Policy Committee at its April meeting and recommended to the Forest Press for implementation.o The publisher is currently
(i.e., December 1973) considering the recommendation. The following ruemo,
from Benjamin A. Cusrer, editor of the DDC, indicates that the policy changes,
if adopted, will largely preclude rhe introduction of any new centered headings
in future editions of the DDC and in time will result in the removal of many
of those now in the schedules.
Centered,headings . . . are of two kinds: (I) those that indicate and relate structurally a span of numbers t}Iat together form a single concept for which there is no
specific number available, e.g., 350.14E-350.145Personnel placenenr; and (2) those
that are set up merely to indicate various properties of and instructions governing
a set of subdivisions, e.9., 350.7-350.8Specific administrative activities.
[The policy under consideration is] that in the future cenrered headings of the
first kind should not be introduced into new schedules and expansions, and strould
be eliminated when feasible from existing schedules.
As the introduction to Edirion l8 srates in section 3,a3 @, 39), every centered
heading is followed by a note stating what single number the classifier should use
for comprehensiveworks on the concept expresed in the heading. . . . The basis for
the e.ditors' choice of number varies, since each case is dependent on the schedule
structure for the particular subject. The classifier will observe that the comprehensive
number specified may be: (l) the next higher number, e.g., Dental surgery (617.64617.67) in 617.6; England ("Areas" notation 421428) in norarion a2; e) a general
special subdivision of the next higher number, e.g., Transportation services (385*388)
in 380.5; Visible light (535.2-535.6)in 535.013; (3) a preceding specific number,
e.9., Old Testament (specific pats 222-224; in 221; (4) the firsr or one of rhe
other numbers subordinate to the centered heading, e.g., Libraries for educational
institutions (027.7-027.8) in 027.7;Psychoses(157.1-1572) in 157.2.
It is the [proposed] policy of the DDC that in the future new insrances of the
first kind [of the four listed above] should not be created when rhe base number of
the span iepresents a concept mirkedly broader than the sum of the concepw
rePresentedby the span, and especially when the base number is separated from the
span, as is now the case in "Areas" notation 472479 from Table 2, where parts of
USSR are separated from comprehensive works on USSR by notation 471 for Finland. The [proposed] policy further states that new instances of the second kind
should not be created under any circumshnces. For both kinds, those instances now
in the schedules or tables will be retained unless or until the text is revised for
other reasons.?
Obviously, a few details have to be clarified before a firm policy is established for the nineteenth edition oI DDC.In any case,it should be noted that:
l. The type of centered heading referred to in paragraph one and identified
as type two is not discussed in the present study. This is because of my assumption that this type of centered heading does not emerge from a disjunction of
the inner structure and its notation. I am no longer convinced that this is indeed
the case, but have not pursued the problem further.
2. Given the present state of our knowledge of the use of DDC, which is
quite limited, the chief practical issue involved with rhe use of centered headings seems to be the location (i.e., the class number) assigned to the "missing"
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class which the centered heading has eliminated. I do not like to identify these
as "missing" classes,but we do not have a term to describe and identify themperhaps "orphans" might be a better term. As Custer points out in his third paragraph, these classeshave been assigned to various number$ in the immediate vicinity of the centered heading. Because of the nature of the problem, no single
system can automatically be used with all centered headings. Each is a special
case, and Custer has identified four possible ways of finding a home for his
orphans.
The Library Association's Dewey Decimal Classification Sub-Committee based
its categorizations of, and objections to, centered headings on Custer's four
methods. If I have interpreted the subcommittee's recommendations correctly,
it is not particularly enthusiastic about any centered headings. It is, however,
willing to accept those types which provide a reasonably logical location for the
comprehensive material (i.e., the orphan class). On the other hand, certain types
(i.e., type two of Custer's four) are vigorously rejected.
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CATALOGING

WORKSHOP

The Cataloging and Classification Section of the ALA Resourcesand Techni.
cal Services Division will sponsor a workshop on national and international
standards in cataloging on Sunday, 29 June 1975, at the American Library Association Conference in San Francisco, California. The list of participants has not
been determined, but it is anticipated that the Library of Congress will be represented. There may also be representation from the international level. The
workshop is intended primarily for practicing catalogers and cataloging admin'
istrators. The enrollment will be limited to 200, and will be restricted to one person per institution if the enrollment exceedsits limit. The deadline for registration will be l5 May 1975. Further information regarding registration will appear in the Winter 1975 issue of Library Resourcesb Technical Sen,ices.
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MusicSubiecfHeadings'
A Comparison
Wrlua Rnrt Crror,r,e
Serials Department
Uniaersity Libraries
State Uniaersity ol New York at Buffalo

Subject heading theory as exemplified in the practice of two leading
American music libraries, the New York Publi,c Library and the Library
of Congress is discussedfrom the point of uiew of Cuttet's basic principles, identifying significant difierences i,n ternxinology and structure
of headings for musi.c monographs. Variations from Library of Congress practice, particularly in regard to subdivision and inaersion, result
in more specific and d,irect subject entry. The desirability of adopting
Li,brary of Congress subject headings for use uith automated cataloging procedures is contrasted with the value of specialized sub'ject access
for the music research library.

Introduction
\ /f USIC SUBJECT HEADINGS pre$ent important points both of similarity
IVI
and difference in comparison with subject headings in the catalogs of general libraries and of special libraries other than music libraries. Like the general
library, the music library serves a public of varied educational levels. General libraries provide service to adults at various educational levels as well as to specialists. Music libraries parallel this service in attempting to meet the needs both
of the musically uneducated and of the specialist. In this aspect of service, the
music library differs from other special libraries, which are intended primarily,
if not exclusively, for the specialist.l
The purpose of this study is to compare subject heading usage for
music monographs as practiced by an independent music research library, the New York Public Library (NYPL), with that of a music division integrated into a general library catalog, as exemplified in the Library of Congress (LC).
The New York Public Library contains two separate music collections, one in the Research Libraries and one in the Public Collection,
Manuscript received August 1973; accepted for publication December 1973.
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each with its own separate catalog and subject heading list. The Research Libraries, which were established in 1895 by the combination of
the Astor, Lenox, and Tilden Foundations with John Shaw Billings as
director, encompass twenty subject divisions, including the Music Divi.
sion, now housed in the Library and. Museum of the Performing Arts
at Lincoln Center.z The Music Division of the Research Libraries has
long been recognized as a research source of inestimable value to the
music scholar, and the publication in 1964 of the catalog of the Music
Division has made this tool available to all music librarians.
The initiation in l97l of an automated book catalog system for the
Research Libraries brought about several important changes in NYPL
cataloging and classification procedures for all new acquisitions as a result of the decision to make the system compatible with the MARC II
format. Specifically, this has required the Music Division to eliminate
use of the Billings classification scheme, to conform to the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules, and to adopt LC subject headings.aAlthough the
necessity of uniform subject headings for cooperative cataloging procedures is indisputable, when one considers the loss of many of the
unique headings used by NYPL, the decision may be questioned. The desire to discover some of these unique qualities led to this comparative
study.
History
Subject headings may be considered essentially an American contribution to librarianship, because European catalogs until recently provided
subject accessonly through the subject index to the classed caralog or
through the catchword title entry. The alphabetical subject heading,
though derived from these two predecessors, was codified by Cutter in
1876 in his Rules for a Dictionary Catalos, and the principles which he

systems approach to this complex field, attempting to analyze current
subject heading pracrice in order to formulate headings suitable for
computer arrangement. The summary of her findings points to some of
the difficulties inherent in subject heading work:
The problems causedby the lack of a formal subject heading code, and the extreme need for, at a minimum, rationalization of subject headings,have been
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evident throughout this study. Inconsistencies in heading of formation and arrangement, lack of useful cross references and existence of unneeded ones, the
variation in actual practice from what is thought to be practiced, all could be
eliminated or at least reduced in magnitude by i formal code.+
_

The

first major

American

subject heading

list was a compilation

of

!!!ject headings in use by a selected group ol fioe libraries, compiled in
1895 by a committee of the American Li6rary Associarion, with Cutter
as chairman. The ALA List ol subiect Headings reached.a third edition
in l9ll, addingheadings from ten more libraries. The first LC list, Subject Headings Used in the Dictionary Catalogs ol the Library ol Congress (LCSH), was published in IgI0-t914; unlike the ALA lisr, it was
a record of the headings in use by a single library and was not intended
to reflect common American practice. The Sears List of Subiect Headings, which appeared in 1923, was less comprehensive than either the
ALA or LC lists, although based on rhe larter, since it was designed primarily for use in the smaller library. In addition, there are probably
more than a hundred other special subject lists, not to mention the individual variations produced by local librarians. Flowever, it is ZCSFI,
now in its seventh edition, and the Searslist, in its tenth edition, which
are presently in most common use throughout the United States.
Fundamental Concepts
Haykin's phrasing of the basic principles of subject heading theory
is as follows:
l. The reader is the primary focus of all cataloging principles and
practice. The heading should be what the reader will seek in the
catalog; all other considerations are secondary.
2. The heading chosen must represent common usage, or, at least,
common usageof the particular clientele of the library.
3. The heading chosen musr be applied uniformly to all books on
the same subject, regardlessof what orher synonyms might be used
in the book.
4. The heading should be as specific as rhe topic it is intended to
cover.6
When one begins to compare the NYPL list with the LC list on the
basis of these four principles, several fundamental difierences are readily apparent. First, the principle of user convenience points up a basic
contrast in orientation, since the LC list was designed for inclusion either
in a general dictionary or in a subiect catalou,owhile the NYPL list was
intended for use only within the Music Division, not in the general catalogs of the library.z Since the LC list has a dual purpose, its headings
must of necessity compromise some distinctly musical features, the most
obvious of which is the retention of Music and Musical as entry words
and qualifiers. In addition, since the presumed clientele of a library
utilizing the LC list is so diverse, there is a proliferation of see also refVolume 18,Number 4. FaIl 1974
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erences (e.g., seventy-three under Music) to allow for a variety of approaches to the catalog.
The second principle, common usage, identifies points of similarity
as well as difierence between the two lists with relation to the use of
technical, rather than popular, and foreign-language, as opposed to English-language, headings. Since the musically informed layman is already
familiar with such theoretical terms as "Counterpoint," "Modulation,"
and "Transposition," and the many foreign words which have been incorporated into English, such as "Cantata," "Concerto," and "Sonata,"
there is a high proportion of such terminology in both subject heading
lists. The main point of difierence between the NYPL list and the LC
list is the greater utilization by the NYPL of more highly specialized
terms such as "Conductus," "Fauxbourdons," and "Hocket."
Both subject heading lists are equally dedicated to the third principle, uniformity of terminology, through the provision of see references, although the NYPL list seems to provide for multiple forms of
accessto specialized areas. For example, likely terms for a search for information on the history and theory of music in twelfth-century France
include Ars antiqua, Measured *rrrl., and Medieval music. The first of
these does not appear in the LC list, but in the NYPL list it is given as
a reference to seven headings including France, 12th century; the second
is used by both lists; the third appears as a reference in both lists, with
two headings suggestedin the LC list and twelve in NYPL.
It is the fourth principle, that of specific entry, which causes the
most concern and discussion in the literature. Cutter's Rzles were developed for a dictionary catalop;,and he emphasized that specific entry was
the main difference between the dictionary catalog and the alphabeticoclassed catalog (i.e., broad classesarranged in alphabetical order, subdivided alphabetically into their component parts and subjectt). Although the Library of Congress catalog is specified as a dictionary catalog, modelled on the basis provided by Cutter, it is clear that LC has
only partially followed his principles. In fact, as early as 1909 it was
pointed out that LC practice appeared to be a compromise between the
dictionary catalog and the alphabetico-classed catalog because of its
heavy use of subdivided and inverted headings, as well as compound
forms.s
Harris even goes so far as to state that ".. . it appears that the LC
subject headings may be the best example of an informal faceted classification scheme in existence."e Her description of this informal, flexible, and inconsistent application of faceting is taken from the Art subject area, but it is equally applicable to Music, with its subarrangement
of the broad term by means of punctuation marks: the dash and the
comma (see Appendix I\r) . She also points out that equivalent facets
are not treated in the same way, as in the rather arbitrary difterentiation between the geographic subdivision, Music-France, and the linguis-
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tic or ethnic adjective, Music, French, adding that ". . . there is nothing
inherent in the structure of language or of subject headings to require
this distinction."ro On this issue,NYPL takes a more practical view, with
entries directly under the name of the country (e.g., Flance) with a reference from the adjectival form (e.g., French music See France). Harris
also refers to a study which indicates that the NYPL has made use of
the alphabetico-classed arrangement in the area of English literature,tt
and it appears that this statement holds true for the music subject headings as well, since there are many broad class headings in the list (Chamber music, Choral music, Church music); however, several more important difierences from LC practice, discussedin the next section, tend to
diminish the effect of this kind of arrangement on the rule of specific

entry.
The Special Library

Haykin identifies five common points of variation from the accepted
form and sffucture of subject headings,rs demonstrated by the following conrasting examples of NYPL and LC usage (NYPL usage given
first):
L Omission of the initial noun designating the subject:
e.9., Bibliography, not Music-Bibliography,
Printing, not Music printing.
2. Omission of subject qualifiers:
e.9., fmpressionism, not fmpressionism (Music).
3. Direct, rather than inverted, order:
e.g., Popular music, not Music, Popular.
4. Reversal of terms in compound headings:
e.g., Literature and music, not Music and literature.
5. Use of geographic subdivisions as main headings;
e.g., United States, not Music-United States.
In addition to the above, which Haykin indicates may be accommodated into a given library's use of the LC subject headings,rnseveral
other significant points of variation should be noted. Proper names, although not listed individually in the LC list, are frequently used as subject headings by libraries employing LC subject headings, evolving according to the individual library's need, although the patrern for subdivision is expected to follow that given for Richard Wagner. In contrast,
the NYPL has developed unique subdivisions for the specific composers
included in its list, taking into account variations in each composer's life
and work.
Volume 18,Number 4, FaII 1974
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It should also be noted that, due to NYPL's use of geographic places
as subject headings, it is possible to apply a chronological subdivision (as
an adjectivg preceded by a comma) directly to the designated country,
resulting in a specific entry such as referred to earlier, France, 12th century. Another consequence of NYPL's individual approach to each heading is that the chronological adjective can vary from one heading to
another, allowing such a comprehensive term as History and criticism to
be subdivided according to the commonly accepted historical periods
(e.g., to 1000, 1000-l+50,1450-1600, 1600-1750, 1750-1800),rather than
the lessspecializeddesignation by century, as is employed by LC.
The most obvious point of comparison between NYPL and LC subject heading practice is seen in their use of form headings and form subdivisions, respectively. The LC list identifies approximately 180 terms
which may be used as subdivisions of main headings, some of which are
true form subdivisions (e.g., Addresses, essays' Iectures; Dictionaries), in
which a given topic is presented in a particular literary form or form of
publication, others of which are really aspect subdivisions (e.9., Ilistory
and criticism). Because NYPL virtually eliminates the initial subject
word "Music" from its catalog, the various aspectsof the subject assume
entry word position. Furthermore, this type of treatment is not limited
to aspects of the subject, but extends to form of publication as well,
producing subject entries such as Bibliography, Directories, Manuscripts,
and Periodicals. Other terms, treated by LC as form or aspect subdivisions and by NYPL as subject headings, are not, strictly speaking, form
headings, but may more properly be considered as "events" or "institutions" (e.g., Congresses,Exhibitions, Libraries, Museums) .
The area of form headings is a confusing one, Particularly in the
fields of literature and music, for the term is used not only to refer to
the general form entries as discussed above, but also to differentiate
betw-een works describing a particular musical or literary form and
works which are examplei of that form. Bush and Haykin distinguish
between the two by using the word in the singular as a subject form
heading (e.g., Sonata) and the word in the plural as a musical form
heading (e.g., Sonatas).16Although it is not always possible to utilize a
plural form to separate music literature from examples of music (e'g.,
Orchesha and Orcheshal music, Motet and Part-songs), scope notes in
the LC list aid in clarifying the distinction.
There are other means of separating music monographs from music
scores, the most obvious of which is to use two catalogs, thereby eliminating the problem of subject versus musical form headings. NYPL
takes a difierent approach, using a single subject heading to cover both
fields (e.g., Cantatas, Operas, Symphonies) and identifying scores and
other works containing music by adding a green toP on the card, and
librettos, song texts, and other works containing only words by a yellow
top (works about music have uncolored, i.e., white, tops).
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Su,mmat"y

2. New headings should be added as rapid,Iy as the need is recognized..
The first edition of the NypL list, published in 1959, provided eight headings as see also referencei from History and ciiticism, 1900- ; in 1966 LC listed only two for the same historical

than NYPL in meeting this criterion; however, a lack of regular
supplements to the NYPL list makes this impossible to verify.
3. Headin,gs should be defined and delimited by^ the use of scope
notes.
While LC uses scope notes, particularly to separate music literature from music scores, NYPL provides much more detailed
notes (e.9., eleven authority cards to define Harpsichord music),
as well as signed explanations for the derivation and choice of
certain headings. Such copious notes appear in the published list
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since it is an unedited reproduction of the catalogers'working file.
4. Popular, rather than scientific, terms should be used.
NYPL's greater use of scientific terms is due to the fact that
it is primarily a research library, while the LC list is intended for
both general and special libraries. The nature of the subject field'
however, results in a high proportion of terms in both lists which
have no popular or English synonyms (e.g., Leitmotiv, Neumes,
Singspiel).
5. There should be minimal use of inuerted an,d subdiaided heqd'
tngs.
The NYPL list seems to satisfy this criterion, while LC usage
is clearly dominated by subdivision and inversion.
6. Cross-referencesshould seruea specificfunction.
This study tends to indicane that NYPL's reference structure
was designed with more specific functions in mind than was LC's,
but it would require a more exhaustive analysis for conclusive
documentation. Two specific instances of LC's use or lack of use
of see also references may be noted: the very large number (seventy-three) of see also references from Music, and the failure to
include Chance composition, Serial composition, and Musique concrlte as references from History and criticism-20th century, leaving Jazz music as the only see also reference.
7. Subditisions should be standardized.
As part of its introduction, LC lists standard subdivisions
which are intended to be applied uniformly throughout the list,
while NYPL provides no standardized list and does not always
treat subdivided entries in a uniform manner.
8. Large bl,ock.sof h.eadingsshould not begin with the chief nftiect
?'lou,n,
It is clear that this criterion identifies the most serious chawback to user convenience in the LC list, since Music headings occupy a sizable portion of the catalog. In general, this study appears to support the conclusion that the NYPL list offers more sPecific, direct, and specializedaccessto music subject entries.
APPENDIX

I

Form of LC Subject Headings
Single common noun.
l. Singular, e.g., Music.
2. Plural, e.g., Composers.
B . Common noun with modifier.
l. Preceded by noun adjunct, e.g., Music libraries.
2. Preceded by adiective.
a. Common adjective, e.9., Musical notation.
b. Proper adjective, e.g., English ballads and songs.
3. Followed by inverted modi6er.

.
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a. Adjective, e.9., Style, Musical.
b. Noun, e.g., Musicians, Women.
4. Qualified term (noun follorved by definition in parenthesis) , e.g., rmpressionism
(Music).
C. Compound forms.
l. Combined term (two nouns joined by conjunction) , e.g., Music and literature.
2. Prepositional phrase (two nouns joined by preposition) .
a. Relational, e.g., Music as recreation.
b. Geographic, e.g., Music in universities and colleges.

APPENDIX

II

LC Subject Subdivisions
A. Iorm.
l Literary form, e.g., Music-Addresses, essays, lectures
2. Form of publication, e.g., Music-Dictionaries.
B. Place.
L Geographic.
a. Direct, e.g., Music trade-Chicago.
b. Indirect, e.g., Music-fllinois-Chicago.
2. Linguistic/ethnic/cultural,
e.g., Music, German.
C. Time, e.9., Music-History
and criticism-l0th
century.
D. Aspect, e.9., Music-fnsEuction
and study.

APPENDIX

III

LC Reference Structure
A. See references (terminology).
l. From synonyms, e.g., Film music See Moving-picture music.
2. From second part of compound heading, e.g., Architecture and music See Music
and architecture.
3. From second part of inverted heading, e.g., Popular music See Music, Popular.
4.
second part of parenthetical expression, e.g., Music, Impressionism in See
_From
Impressionism (Music).
5. From an inverted heading to normal order, e.g., Music, Choral See Choral music.
6. From variant spellings, e.g., Through bas See Thorough bass,
7. From opposites, e.g., Atonality See Tonality.
B. See also references (related subjects) .
I. Specific.
a. From general to specific, e.g., Music-Theory
See also Composition (Music) ,
Counterpoint, Harmony, Melody, Musical intervals and scales, Musical meter
and rhythm, etc.
b. To related headings on same level of comprehensiveness, e.g., Piano See also
Clavichord, Harpsichord, Player-piano. Spinet, Virginal.
2. General.
a. To groups or classes, e.g., Musical instruments See also groups'of instruments,
e.g. Win
instruments; names of individual instruments, e.g. Flute, Horn,
Trumpet.
b. To authors' anonymous classics,societies, institutions, class numbers in shelflist, e.g., Societies See also Choral societies, etc. and names of individual so.
cieties, e.g. International Musical Society.
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APPENDIX
LC filing

IV

Order

A. Subject without subdivision.
Music.
B. Subdivisions (dash) .
l. Form and aspect, in one alphabet.
yearbookc, etc.
Music-Almanacs,
and studY.
Music-Instruction
a. Period, in chronological order under subdivision'
and criticisrn-Anci€nt.
Music-History
-Medieval.
-l6th cent.
2. Geographic, in one alphabet.
Music-Africa.
Music-Wales.
C. Inverted headings (comma) .
l. Aspect, in one alphabet.
Music, Batoque,
Music, Primitive.
2. Linguistic/ethnic, in one alphabet.
Music, African.
Music, Polynesian.
D. Compound headings and noun adjuncts in one alphabet.
Music and architecture.
Music festivals.
Music rooms and equipment.

APPENDIX V
NYPL Filing Order
A. France, l2th century
Francer 20th century
see . . .
France-Bibliography
see . . .
France-Discography
France-Aix
France-Avignon
B. Music and art see , . .
Music boxes
Music centers
Music in cities see . . .
Music halls
Music for instruments
Music in nature Jea . , ,
Music as a profession
Music and tace see . . ,
Music of the spheres

Music week
C. Musicians
Musicians as authors
Musicians-ChronologY
status
Mueicians-Economic
Musicians in literature sde ' . .
Musicians-OccuPations
Musicians, Argentine
Musicians, British
Musicans, British-IconograPhY
Musicians, German
Musicians, German-Bavaria
Musicians, Blind
Musicians' ftin€rant
Musicians, Itinerant-France
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.
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Division-Highlishts
of the 1974
AnnualConference
Cenor, R. KSLM
Executiae Secretary
Resourcesand Technical SeraicesDiuision

HE RTSD PROGRAMS at the New York Conference on commer.
cial processingservices,preservation programs, technical servicescosts,
ISBD(M), proposed changes in rules for entry of serials, paperbacks,
and allocation of funds in support of collection development were well
attended and stimulating. The tours of the book trade and of conservation operations in the New York City area were also well attended and
received favorable comments from participants.
The RTSD Board of Directors discussed division membership promotion and appointed a committee chaired by Billie Salter to coordinate
the RTSD membership drive with the ALA Public Information Office
membership promotion, giving due consideration to the report of the
task force on membership presented to the RTSD Board at the New
York Conference. Authorization was given to the committee to take action before the 1975 Midwinter Meeting. A final report including a rec,
ommendation relating to the need for an RTSD standing commirtee on
membership will be given at the San Francisco Conference.
The RTSD Board discussedand adopted a policy statement relating
to the RTSD division and section discussion groups. This statement interprets the restraints placed on discussion groups by the RTSD division
and section bylaws, and makes recommendations about the size of groups
and how to resolve problems of membership criteria. At present there are
ten discussion groups affiliated with the division and two more considering affiliation. These groups express the wish of the division and section
membership to discuss technical services topics with colleagues from libraries of similar sizeor from functional units of like nature.
The organization and conduct of business of the RTSD Board was
considered' at length by the Board. The incoming RTSD president,
Doralyn Hickey, expressed the desire to develop mechanisms for allowing Board discussion and action on current issues in technical services
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and to spend less time hearing reports and conducting "housekeeping"
business.
John Byrum, chairman of the RTSD Catalog Code Revision Committee (CCRC), reported on that newly appointed committee. He ex.
plained the expectation of the appointment of a North American editor
and a British associateeditor by the Joint Steering Committee for Revision of AACR (JSCRAACR) by January 1975, and the projected publi
cation of a new edition of the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules
(AACR) in 1977. He mentioned the appointment to the CCRC of non.
voting representatives by other ALA divisions and the mechanisms being
developed to involve RTSD sections and non-ALA organizations in the
catalog code revision process.The revised AACR is expected to include
the provisions of revised Chapter 6 (already in print) and a revision of
Chapter l2 (now under development).
The RTSD Planning Committee, Richard Johnson, chairman, agreed
to identify ALA representatives to other organizations within the purview of RTSD and establish reporting mechanisms between representatives and relevant RTSD units.
The RTSD Nonbook Committee chairman, Suzanne Massonneau, reported that the committee is reviewing the draft of AACR Chapter 12
which has been developed by the Library of Congress.She also reported
to the RTSD Board that the committee urges the revision of the ALA
Glossary.
The Subject Analysis Committee (SAC), Nancy Williamson, chairman, reported to the CCS Executive Committee that SAC has gone on
record in expressing the belief that the term "Negroes" is no longer adequate for use in subject headings and it should be replaced by an approPriate term oI terms as soon as possible. SAC also urged the Library of
Congress to further correctional action on the problems of sexism in LC
subject headings. The Library of Congress has asked a Social Responsibilities Roundtable committee to supply a list of priorities for change.
The CCS Executive Committee discussed mechanisms for two-way
communication with CONSER (Cooperative Conversion of Serial Records) project personnel.
The Reproduction of Library Materials Section (RLMS) established a Publication Committee to develop and coordinate publications
covering the field of concern to the membership of RLMS. The committee will have responsibilities relating to the Directory of Library Reprographic Seruices and to the development of handouts of instructional material on reprography for distribution at ALA conferences.
The section has approved a revision of the library photoduplication order form. The newly approved form will be submitted to commercial
producers as soon as possible.
The ResourcesSection (RS) Bookdealer-Library Relations Committee continues to develop guidelines. Those under consideration now deal
with antiquarian materials and microform materials. The serial guide-
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lines will be published by ALA in the near future. A revised "Lending
to Reprinting and Microform Publishers: A Policy Statement" has been
developed by the RS Reprinting Committee, Henry James, chairman,
and was approved for publication at the New York Conference meeting
of the RS Executive Committee.
The Serials Section (SS) has appointed an ad hoc committee to study
the feasibility of sponsoring or cosponsoring regional serials workshops.
The RTSD Technical ServicesCosts Committee also suggestedthe need
for regional workshops on topics in its area of concern. The SS Dupli
cates Exchange Union Committee is revising the brochure describing the
Duplicates Exchange Union (DEU) and responsibilities of membership
in it. The committee will sponsor a program on exchanges for DEU
members and others at the 1975Annual Conference.

REVISION OlfAACR
Revision of the 1967 Anglo-American Catalo'ging Rules (AACR) was
discussed at a meeting held at the American Library Ass,ociation headquarters in Chicago, Illinois on 29 March 1974.At the meeting the Joint
Steering Committee for Revision of AACR was formed. Members of the
committee are: John Byrum (Princeton University Libraries), representing the American Library Association as chairman of the Resources and
Technical Services Division Catalog Code Revision Committee; Peter
Lewis (University of SussexLibrary, England), rePresenting the British
Library; Jean Lunn (National Library of Canada), rePresenting the
Canadian Committee on Cataloguing as its chairman; and C. Sumner
Spalding (Library of Congress), representing the Library of Congress.
The Library Association (Great Britain) representative to the committee
has not yet been named. Deputy representativeswill be appointed by each
of the organizations mentioned above. Deputies will have discussionrights
but will vote only if the organization's representative is absent.
The committee defined the objectives of the revision as the following:
L To reconcile in a single text the Present North American text and
the British text,of the AACR.
2. To incorporate in the single text all amendments and changes since
196? that have already been agreed upon and implemented by the
authors under procedures following from the 1966 "Memorandum of
Agreement on Catalog Code Revision between the American Library
Association and the Library Association."
c . To consider for inclusion in the revision all work currently in
processand all proposals for amendments by the authors of the revised text and national committees of other countries that use English versions of the AACR texts, that have been put forward by a
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date not later than seven months after the commencement of editorial work on the revision.
4. To provide for international interests in AACR as are made known
to the Joint Steering Committee for Revision of AACR by the date
mentioned in 3 above.
The committee has appointed an editor from the U.S., paul Winkler,
and an associateeditor from Britain, Michael Gorman, who will begin
work on the revision in January l9?5. The target date for publication
of the revised AACR is 1977. The committee will determine questions
of policy for the editors; consider all proposals in relation to the time-

of specific rules in the AACR are urged to communicate with their
national representative on the Joint Steering Committee. This should
be done no later than July 1975.
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MargarefMann Citation,1974:
FrederickG. Kilgour
The Margaret Mann Citation in Cataloging and Classification is awarded in 1974 to Frederich G. Kilgour lor his succesi in organizing and putting into operation the first practical centralized conxputer bibliographical center. He has been the principal influence behind, an emerging
trend toward: cooperation in technical seruices.As di'rector of the Ohio
College Library Center he has made the Library of Congress MARC
data base a practical and useful product, stimulating interest throughout
the country and the profession. The hopetl-for replication of OCLC in
th.e Northeast, the Southeast, in Texas and Neu Yorh, indicates clearly
that this systenxwill be adopted either in its entirety or in part in many
sections of the country. His tireless efforts represent an outstand,ing contribution to the technical improaements of cataloging and classification
and the i,ntroduction of new techniques of recognized importance.

FrederickG. Kilgour
Devro L. Wrrssnoo
Yale Uniaersity Library
New Haaen, Connecticut
Frederick Gridley Kilgour entered Harvard College in l93l intending
to pursue a career in medicine. Then, "Having enjoyed working in
Widener my senior year, I stayed on after graduation."l In a sense,he
has never really left librarianship.
In 1943 Fred moved to Washington, where his work in the Office
of Strategic Servicesearned him the rank of lieutenant, junior grade, in
the USNR, and the Legion of Merit. There then followed three years
as deputy director of the Office of Intelligence Collection and Dissemination in the Department of State, after which in 1948 he became librarian at the Yale University School of Medicine. Here we witness the
first of a pair of important synthesesof Fred's interests: medicine and
librarianship. The second synthesis was to follow in a little more than
a decade.

.
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Irving M. Klempner, of the Margaret Mann Citation
Committee, presents the award to Frederick G. Kilgour.

During the next seventeenyears as medical librarian he continued a
Postgraduate interest in history, especially the histories of science,medicine, and technology. Fred pursued this interest as writer, as editor, as consultant, and as lecturer in Yale's Department of the History of Science
and Medicine. This work resulted in the occasional publication of what
he called "esoteric papers in little-known journals"z (his "Vitruvius and
the Early History of Wave Theory"s may be one of these). Other publications were not, however, so little known. In 1956 the National Book
Council of the American Library Association cited Engineering in History (of which Fred was one of four joint authors) among the forty-two
"notable books" of the year. This interest in science figured in Fred's
second important synthesisof interests: technology and libraries.
By 196l Fred had developed a serious interest in the employment of
computers in library activities, and he and his counterparts at Columbia
and Harvard, Thomas P. Fleming and Ralph T. Esterquest, organized
the Columbia-Harvard-Yale Medical Libraries Computerization Project.
The ultimate goal of this project was to provide the library clientele
direct, interactive query accessto a data base comprising the catalogs of
the three libraries plus an index of the current medical journal literature-a service not unlike today's MEDLINE. Although the ColumbiaHarvard-Yale project proceeded only as far as phase one (the routine production by computer of catalog cards and of monthly lists of new accessions,plus a prototype book-form catalog), it did serve as one "parent"
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of several generations of more famous "children," including MARC and
OCLC.
In 1965 Fred was appointed Yale's first associate librarian for research and development. The new library office for research and development pursued notable research in the area of catalog use studies and
further developed the use of computers in Yale's libraries. A machineaided technical processingsysremwas implemented, and the yale Bibliographic Systemextended and generalized the capabilities of the columbiaHarvard-Yale project's phase one, as well as serving as the basis for yale's

One might end here with a flippant "and the rest is history," but that
would fail to give full credit to Fred's direction of OCLC through its
critical early years. Here he was able to call upon a wealth of experience, both organizational and technical. First, the organization itself was

time until a final product emerges.The first, batch-oriented OCLC catalog card production system was an enhancement of the yale Bibliographic System. This was the right srep with which to begin for ar leasr

Fred Kilgour married Eleanor Margaret Beach in l94O and they have
four children. They worked together on rhe first four volumes of the
Journal of Library Au.tomation, of which Fred was editor and Eleanor,
assistanteditor.
Fred enjoys his work and applies himself to it wirh energy and direction. His expectations are high not only for himself but also for his
associates,whom he stimulates and encourages. Complementing these
qualities is a genuine inrerest in the personal well being and professional development of those with whom he works. Fred is interesied in
individuals, in the phenomenon of human consciousness,and in making
every moment of life count. This interest turns occasionally to classical
categories and philosophy: one is not surprised to find his twenty-fifth

.
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anniversary report to the Harvard Class of '35 punctuated with a quotation from Tacitus.a
Fred seems to flourish on a certain amount of dificulty, owing at
least in part to his willingness to pitch in and involve himself in the
dirty work (literally, as well as figuratively). He is rarely hampered by
convention and has employed to advantage on occasion the approach
(paraphrased): "If you're going to circumvent the system, make your detour a big one."
In 1967,when Fred left New Haven for Columbus and OCLC, James
Tanis, then Yale University librarian, wrote of Fred's concern with
. . . thoseaspectsof library developmentwhich are frequently subsumedunder
the catch-all term of "automation." Fred's interest in automation, however,
like his interestin medicineand sciencegenerally,was predicatedupon humanistic presuppositionsrather than primarily upon operational efficiencies.Not
the saving of dollars and cenrs but the serving of faculty and schoiarsgave
direction to Fred's investigations.This aspectof his work made him the ideal
associatefor me as we began the implementation of the new technology in the
university library. Unfortunately for me and for Yale, it was also, no doubt,
one of the reasonswhy Fred was wooed away co Ohio. In his new job he will
have the challengeof creating nerworkswhich will contribure so crirically to
the next phaseof interlibrary cooperarion.6
Fred Kilgour's successin meeting that challenge has yielded important
benefits of a fundamental nature to the entire world of librarianship,
through which he has justly earned the Margaret Mann Citation ftor 1974.
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NOMINATIONS

FOR 1975 MARGARET

MANN

CITATION

Nominations for the 1975 Margaret Mann Citation are invited and should
be submitted by 16 December 1974 to
Marguerite C. Soroka
Chairman, Margaret Mann Citation Committee
Engineering Societies Library
345 East 47rh Street
New York, NY 10017.
Names of persons previously nominated but not chosen may be resubmitted, and
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letters of nomination should include a risum€ of the nominee's achievement'
The Margaret Mann Citation is awarded annually for outstanding achieve'
ment in cataloging or classification through (l) Publicadon of significant Pro'
fessional literature, (2) contributions to activities of professional cataloging organizations, (3) technical improvements and/or introduction of new techniques
of recognized importance, or (4) distinguished work in the area of teaching.
The citation has been awarded annually since 1951 by the Cataloging and
Classification Section. Resources and Technical Services Division of the American Library Association, and its predecessors,in honor of Margaret Mann. Miss
Mann served as head of the catalog departments of the Carnegie Library in
Pittsburgh, the Engineering Societies Library in New York, and the University
of Illinois, and also from 1926 to 1938 in the University of Michigan School of
Library Science. I:Iet Introd.uction to Cataloging and the Classification of Books
is a classicin the field.

NOMINAZONS

FOR ESTHER J. PIERCY AWARD

Nominations for the 1975 Esther J. Piercy Award are invited and should be
submitted by l5 December 1974 to:
Barbara Gates
Chairman, Esther J. Piercy Award Committee
Interuniversity Council of the North Texas Area
P.O. Box 688
Richardson, TX 75080.
Renominations of non-recipients are acceptable; letters of nomination should
include a rdsumC of the nominee's achievements.
The Esther J. Piercy Award has been given since 1969 by the American Library Association's Resources and Technical Services Division. The purpose of
the award is to recognize contribution to librarianship in the field of technical
servicesby a younger librarian who has not more than ten years of professional
experience and who has shown outstanding promise for continuing contributions and leadership. The award may be granted for leadership in professional
associationsat local, state, regional, or national level; contributions to the development, application, or utilization of new or improved methods, techniques,
and routines; a significant contribution to professional literature; or conduct of
studies or research in the technical services.
The recipients of the Piercy award to date are

1969 Richard M. Dougherty
1970 John B. Corbin
l97l John Phillip lmmroth

l9?2 Carol A. Nemeyer
1973 Glen A. Zimmerman
1974 (no award presented)

Esther J. Piercy, in whose honor this award is given, was active in ALA and
several of its divisions. The author of Commonsense Cataloging and numerous
articles in the field of librarianship, Miss Piercy was from 1950 until her death
the editor of the divisional journal, lournal of Cataloging and Classification,
and its successorfor Resources and Technical ServicesDivision, Library Resour'
ces b Techni,cal Seraices,
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RTSDBOARD,COMMITTEE,
AND DISCUSSION
GROUP
MEETINGS
MidwinterMeeting
Jonuory1975
Group
RTSD Board of l)irecrors

RTSD Luncheon
RTSD ZR?I'S Editorial Board
RTSD/AAP Joint Commitree
RTSD Bylaws Commirtee
RTSD Catalog Code Revision Committee

RTSD Computer Filing Commirtee
RTSD Committee on Education for Resources
and Technical Sen'ices
RTSD Committee on Inrerlibrary Networks
RTSD Conference Program Committee
RTSD ad hoc Standard Library Typewriter
Keyboard Committee
RTSD Nonbook Committee
RTSD Organization Committee
RTSD Organization Study Committee
RTSD Esther J. Piercy Award Jrrry
RTSD Planning Committee
RTSD Preservation of Library Materials
Committee
RTSD Interdivisional Public Documents
Committee
RTSD/RASD/ISAD
Committee on
Representation in Machine-Readable Form
of Bibliographic Informarion (MARBI)
RTSD Vice-President-section Vice-Chainnen
Meeting on Committee Appointments
and Program

Date/Day
.[an 20, Mon
Jan 22, Wed
Jan 23, Thurs
fJan 2I, Tues
Jan 20, Mon
Jan 19,Sun
Jan 20, Mon
Jan 17,Fri
Jan 18,Sat
*Jan 19, Sun
Jan 21, Tues
Jan 20, Mon
Jan 20, Mon
Jan 20, Mon
Jan 20, Mon
Jan 23, Thurs
Jan 22, Wed
Jan 20, Mon
Jan 22, Wed
Jan 20, Mon
Jan 21, Tues
Jan 20, Mon
Jan 22, Wed
Jan 20, Mon
Jan 22, Wed
*Jan 22, Wed
*Jan 23, Thurs
Jan 20, Mon
Jan 21, Tues
Jan 21, Tues
Jan 22, Wed
Jan 18,Sat
Jan 19, Sun
Jan 22, Wed
tJan 21, Tues

flour
2-4 p.m.
l0-12 noon
10-12noon
I2:15 p.m.
l0-12 noon
8:30-10:30
p.m.
4:30-6p.m,
9-5 p.m.
9-5 p.m.
8:30-10:30
p.m.
4:30-7p.m.
l0-12noon
2-4 p.m.
10-12noon
2-4 p.m.
l0-12noon
l 2 : 1 5p . m .
l0-12noon
8-9:30a.m.
l0-12 noon
4:30-6p.m.
8-9:30a.m.
8-9:30a.m.
l0-12noon
l0-12noon
8:30-10:30
p.m.
8-9:30a.m.
4:30-6p.m.
4:30-6p.m.
?-4p.m.
I0- 12noon
l0-4 p.m.
8:30-10:30
p.m.
10-12noon
4:30-6p.m.

* closed meeting
t Open to all RTSD members; tickets on sale at Midwinter.
t Topic to be discussed: main entry for serial publications.
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Group
RTSD Technical Service Administrators of
Medium-Sized Research Libraries
Discussion Group
RTSD Technical Services Administrators of
Small Research Libraries Discussion Group
RTSD Technical Services Directors of Large
Research Libraries Discussion Group
RTSD Chief Collection Development Officers
of Large Research Libraries Discussion
Group

llour

Date/Day
Jan 21, Tues

4:30-6p.m.

Jan 21, Tues

2-4 p.m.

Jan 19,Sun
Jan 19, Sun
Jan 18,Sat

9-12noon
l-4 p.m.
7-9 p.m-

CATALOGING AND CLASSIFICATION SECTION
CCS Executive Committee
CCS Cataloging of Children's Materials
Comrnittee
CCS Conference Program Committee
CCS Descriptive Cataloging Committee
CCS l\{argaret Mann Citation Committee
CCS Policy and Research Committee
CCS Subject Analysis Committee
CCS Subject Analysis Committee
Subcommittee on Subject Headings for
Correcdonal Materials
REPRODUCTION

OF LIBRARY

Jan 21, Tues
Jan 22, Wed
Jan 20, Mon

2-4 p.m.
8-9:30a.m.
2-4 p.m.

*Jan 20, Mon
Jan 20, Mon
Jan 21, Tues
fJan 20, Mon
Jan 20, Mon
Jan 20, Mon
Jan 21, Tues
Jan 20, Mon
Jan 21, Tues

10-12noon
8-9:30a.m'
8-9:30a.m.
2-4 p.m.
8-12noon
2-4 p.m.
4:3O-6p.m.
10-12noon
8-9:30a.m.

MATERIAI-S SECTION
Jan 21, Tues
Jan 22, Wed
Jan 21, Tues
Jan 19,Sun
Jan 20, Mon
Jan 20, Mon
Jan 21, Tues

RLMS Executive Committee
RLMS Policy & Research Committee
RLMS Standards Committee
RLMS Telefacsimile Committee
RLMS Discussion Group

8:30'10:30
P.m'
4:30'6 P.m.
8-9:30a.m.
8:30-10:30P.m.
l0-I2 noon
10'12noon
4:30-6P.m.

RESOURCESSECTION
RS Executive Committee
RS Luncheon
Relations Committee
RS Bookdealer-Library
RS Collection Development Committee

RS Library Materials Price Index Committee
RS Micropublishing Projects Committee
RS Policy & Research Committee
RS Reprinting Committee
RS Medium-Sized Libraries Acquisitions
Discussion Group

Jan 20, Mon
Jan 21, Tues
tJan 20, Mon
Jan 21, Tues
Jan 19,Sun
Jan 19,Sun
Jan 19,Sun
Jan 20, Mon
Jan 20, Mon
Jan 21, Tues
Jan 19,Sun
Jan 20, Mon

8:30-10:30P.m'
2-4 p.m.
12:15p.m.
4:30-6p.m.
10-12noon
2-4 p.m.
4:30-6p.m.
10-12noon
10-12noon
8-9:30a.m.
4:30-6p.m.
2-4 p.m.

* closed meeting

.
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Group
RS Collection Development Officers of
Medium-Sized Research Libraries
Discussion Group

Date/Day
Jan 19, Sun

Ifour
2-4 p.m.

SERIALS SECTION
SS Executive Committee
SS AACR Revision Study Committee (ad hoc)
SS Ad hoc Committee ro Study ManuallyMaintained Serial Records
SS Duplicates Exchange Union Committee
SS Policy & Research Commitree
SS Regional Serials Workshop Commirtee
SS Union Lists Commitree (ad hoc)
SS Discussion Group for Large Research
Libraries
SS Medium-Sized Libraries Serials
Discussion Group

Jan 21, Tues
Jan 22, Wed
Jan 21, Tues
Jan 20, Mon

8-9:30a.m.
4:30-6p.m.
2-4p.m.
8-9:30a.m.

Jan 20, Mon
Jan 20, Mon
Jan 22, Wed
Jan 20, Mon
Jan 20, Mon
Jan 21, Tues

2-4 p.m.
10-12noon
10-12noon
10-12noon
10-12noon
4:30-6p.m.

Jan 22, Wed

l0-12 noon

MISCELLANEOUS
Library of CongressForeign Acquisitions
Program Participan$
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Jan 22, Wed

10-12noon
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REVIEWS
Institute on the Acquisition of Foreign Materials, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 1971. Acquisi'
tion of Foreign Materials for U.S.
Libraries; lPapers] comp. and ed.
by Theodore Samore. Metuchen,
N.J.: Scarecrow Press, I97E. xiii,
350p. ISBN 0-8108-0614-2.
$10.00.
This collection of thirty-eight papers, from the two-week Institute on
the Acquisition of Foreign Materials
funded by Title II of the Higher Education Act of 1965, presents the two
sides of the process: that of the li
brarian and t-hat of the bookseller.
The foreword by the editor (also
assistant director of the institute)
lists four objectives of the institute
and defines its basic purpose as being
"to familiarize the participants with
both raditional
and newly developed
procedures and methods for the acquisition of library materials from
foreign countries
." (p.iii). Samore's introduction discusses the ideal
of complete bibliographic control of
the world's output of media and explains the four-part plan of his compilation.
Part I consists of five papers on
cooperative and federal acquisition
programs. They include descriptions
of various cooperative arrangements
such as the National Program for Acquisitions and Cataloging, the Public
Law 480 Program, and the Farmington Plan. Part II, the largest section,
entitled "Sources of Foreign Materials," contains seventeen papers by
booksellers. Among those firms are
Blackwell, Flarrassowitz, Slatkine, R
and D Books, and The Cellar Book
Shop. Richard Blackwell's "Acquisi
tion of Current Materials from Europe: A View from Blackwell" (p.536E) is the most concise and ocplicit.
The acquiring of materials by auction is well covered by three papers
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concluding this section.
Part III, with eleven PaPers bY Ii.
brarians, details the many problems
of the acquisition departments in
from various
purchasing materials
areas of the world. The concluding
Part IV, with five papers, discusses acquisition of special materials: ephemera, manuscripts, rare books, maps,
Stevens Rice of
and microforms.
University Microfilms on microform
and
gives
material
development
points useful to library personnel in
areas outside of acquisitions.
An appendix of twenty-four Pages lists sixteen federal libraries' pto'
grams and budgets along with limited
discussion of processing. "Contact
the
provides
(p.337-39)
Points"
names and addresses of the librarians
and/or directors of these institutions.
the volume are refer'
Throughout
ences to agencies and bibliographic
tools made by experienced persons in
all areas of the book world.
An index of nine Pages covers
subjects, including names of foreign
countries and authors'
The volume is well bound in
green buckram. The format is good,
with adequate margins and legible
type, giving the page a pleasing appearance. The title is recommended
for all personnel, both the newly
qualified in their first positions and
librarians with years of experience,
who are concerned with the acquisiS.
tion of foreign materials.-Euelyn
Scott, Uniaersity of Dallas, Irving,
Texas.
Foskett, A. C. The Uniaersal Decimal
Classification: The History, Pres'
ent Status, and Future Prospects
of a Large General Classificati'on
Scherne. Hamden, Conn.: Linnet
Books, 1973. l7Ip. ISBN 0-20801t95-1. $9.00. (Also published
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London: Bingley, 1973. ISBN
85157-159X.f3.00.)

adds his own observations, based on
long-standing
experience with
the
UDC.
The Dewey Decimal Classification
The main part of the work, howand its ofispring, the Universal Deci
ever, is devoted to the elaboration of
mal Classification (UDC) have often
detailed and well-documented
sugbeen declared to be as dead as doorgestions for the future development
nails, yet both can poinr out, with
of the UDC: its theoretical fr"meMark Twain, that these reports are work, its notational structure, its mangrossly exaggerated. Indeed, both sys- agement and updating, and also its
tems are alive and well in libraries
adaptation for use in computerized
and documentation centres in many
reuieval (for which the scheme has
countries and show no signs of immi
already shown itself to be quite usenent demise.
ful, but still in need of some considIf
modern
classification theory
erable sreamlining
to take full adand adequate methods of manage- vantage of the capabilities of mament will be applied to its developdrine rerieval) . lfere, the author
ment in the future, there is no reason draws not only on published reports,
why UDC should not become a unistudies, and comments, but also on inversally applicable reuieval scheme ternal and semipublished material to
for all types of literature in all lanwhidr, as a long-standing contributor
guages and countries, forming an es- to the UDC, he has access.Some of
sential link in what is now becoming this material is very recent, making
known
as Universal
Bibliographic
his recommendations and conclusions
Control (UBC) . This, essentially, is the more relevant and topical.
the thesis of A. C. Foskett, who is sinFoskett also considers the work
gularly well prepared to explore the
done during the last two decades by
subject because of his wide experithe British
Classification Research
ence as a librarian, classifier, teacher Group
(CRG),
which contributed
of classification and indexing, and an
most of what is now considered to be
author of textbooks.
the modern theory of classification
After a short exposition of the
and which has also laid the foundaneed and justification for general clas- tion for the British National Bibliography's PRECIS subject indexing sys"
sification schemes as sudr, Foskett
examines in some detail the origins
tem; the implications of this system
for UDC are clearly pointed out.
and the present status of the UDC,
pointing out the shortcomings of rhe
The question "Has the UDC a {uscheme as well as its advantages when
ture?" is answeted in the affirmative,
compared to the two other commonly
not out of starry-eyed idealism, but
used general schemes, viz., Dewey (the on the strength of the arguments disparent scheme on whose framework
cussed and on the assumption that the
the UDC is still largely built, al- recommendations for a thorough rethough UDC developed quite difiervision of the scheme, its sructure,
ently in detail and theoretical concep- and its management will be adopted.
tion), and the Library of Congress One of Foskett's most constructive
(LC)
classification. Although
this
suggestions is that the British Library
ground has been covered by previous
(the recently instituted
amalgamawriters in various textbooks, surveys, tion of the British Museum Library,
and reports, the author summarizes the former Patent Office Library, the
the arguments in a lucid manner and
National Lending Library, and the
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British National Bibliography) should
become the responsible agency for
the English edition of the UDC,
while leaving overall responsibility
for UDC with its parent body, the International Federation of Documentation
(fID) . The analogy to the
Dewey organization, where the Library of Congress Decimal Classification Office is largely responsible for
updating and revision, while the Forest Press holds the copyright and has
overall managerial and editorial responsibility, is obvious. Such an arrangement would probably do more
for the propagation and adoption of
UDC throughout the English-speaking world than any other measure,
particularly
because UDC numbers
would then appear on British MARC
tapes, representing an alternative to
Dewey and LC numbers. But this is
still in the future. One would hope,
however, that those responsible for
the UDC in FID as well as those now
planning the details of the British
Library will give thorough consideration to Foskett's work. In view of the
of the auwell-deserved popularity
thor's earlier textbook on classification, which has already become a classic in schools of librarianship, it is to
be hoped that the present work will
become one of the important sources
for the serious study of classification
and its theoretical problems which are
here demonstrated on the example of
UDC in a manner which makes this
book a valuable teaching and study
aid far beyond its seemingly narrow
subject. I have only two minor gripes.
One is about the index, which might
have been more extensive, particularIy regarding names of authors which
are indexed only to citations in the
bibliography
(149 items) but not to
the text itself. The other concerns the
Cataloging in Publication data, duly
printed on the verso of the title page,
which give the title as "The universal
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decimal classification" (no capitals) .
Isn't it time for LC to take notice, after almost ninety years, that this is the
proper name of a classification systen, not just any old universal classification system? How would LC react
to a citation of "The library of congress classificatian"?-Hans
Wellisch,
College of Library and Information
Maryland.,
Services, Uni,uersity of
College Park.
Becker, Joseph, and Pulsifer, Josephine S. Application of Computer
Technology to Library Processes:
A Syllabus. Metuchen, NJ.: Scatecrow Press, 1973. 173p. ISBN 08108-5091-X.$5.00.
This is a syllabus for a course "designed to provide present or future
library administrators with sufficient
understanding of the issues and techniques lmy emphasisl involved that
they can approach library automation
and good sense.
with
equanimity
They will acquire a solid background
upon which to build the future. . . ."
(p.oi).
Eight units of study are presented
which reflect the needs in library automation of middle and upper level
library personnel (according to a survey reported by the Catholic University of America's Continuing Library
Education Project) . These eight units
are: Bridging the Gap: Librarians
and Automation; Computer Technology; Systems Analysis and Implementation;
Library
MARC
Program;
Clerical
SerProcesses; Reference
vices; Related Technologies; and Library Networks.
As a syllabus, the book does little
more than outline the topics in each
unit, but this is done in prose style as
well, with footnotes providing guidance to those specific readings which
are most pertinent to the particular
topic. Besides these readings at the
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end of each unit, there is a list of basic sources of information
(handbooks and encyclopedias, newslerters,
journals, and annual reviews, bibliographies, etc.) and a separate lisr of
additional re{erences, Unlorrunately
there is not a subject or author index
for all these references or for the
topics discussed in each of the units.
If the reader, for instance, wants to
learn something about the Ohio College Library Center (OCLC), he will
have to hunt to find some mention
of it in the outline for some unit (in
this case, Unit 8) , with relevant references footnoted at that point. He
is completely on his own to locate additional references to OCLC in the
twenty-two-page bibliography
at the
end of the book. This is a serious
shortcoming when the principal purpose of the text is to provide the
reader "a solid background."
A commendable feature of this
course syllabus is that for each unir
behavioral objectives are specified. In
the foreword, Elizabeth W. Stone
itemizes the other five features of
such a course planned using the systems approach: assessment of student
repertories, development of instructional strategies, testing, revising instructional units, and packaging of
courses. Unfortunately
we are not
shown how this course syllabus was
used in a class setting, how student
repertories were assessed, how other
instructional
strategies were developd
besides the reading strareg"y
which this book displays quite well,
and other matters. This work, which
Stone hopes will 'prove useful to individual librarians as well as ro organized study groups"
(p.iii),
falls
short as a guide of study for a group
which has the capacity for instructional strategies other than reading
and discussion. As an instructor, I
would have appreciated some descriptions of laboratory or handson as-
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signments, some problems designed to
show how MARC records are created,
some suggested field trips to libraries
engaged in automation efiorts, and
more attention to the impact on reference servicesvia the use of data bases available commercially and in consortia and the emergence of contracting automated services outside the li
brary. The complete lack of any illustrations in the text points up how dependent the reader is on additional
readings and experiences for "a solid
background." If only the book came
with a pocket of microfiche containing the texts of readings citedl
Even though these shortcomings
force the reader to use this book only
as a guide to the relevant literature
of the sixties and very early seventies
which is to be found elsewhere, we
should not overlook its value as a synopticon of the themes and ideas
which must be understood by all
those having to make decisions about
automation in libraries. We could not
have a better team to prepare these
outlines for that purpose: a world
famous aDthoity on the subject and
a practicing librarian who has experi
enced the trials and tribulations (and
early successes) of using computers
to control bibliographic records. To
sift through all the literature of the
sixties and cull from it those items
most Pertinent
to the important
themes to build the future was a
noble exercise in judgment. This reviewer trusts the authors' judgment,
found
few
items omitted
which
would be essential, and found very
few which appeared extraneous. It
is, nevertheless, sad to see in a typewriter-composed page, published in
7973, rcfercnces which are not updated (e.9., references to the proceedings of the September 1970 Conference on Interlibrary
Communication
and Information Networks listed as
"to be published"). Last-minute in-
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serts were not made for very important publications such as the MARC
User Suraey, the N{ARC map and serial formats, etc. These are serious
faults in a book which is primarily
a pathfinder to the literature. Nevertheless, it does what no traditional
bibliogaphy
or annual review does:
it provides perspective and an organized array of suggested readings. For
this reason, I recommend its purchase
by those in the intended audience and
by library school faculty and students
Atherton,
here and abroad.-Pauline
School of Library Science, Syracuse
Uniuersity, Syracuse,New York.
Broadus, Robert N. Selecting Materials
for Libraries. New York: H. W.
Wilson, 1973. 342p. ISBN 0-82420510-3.$12.00.
Ford, Stephen. The Acquisi,tion ol Library Materials. Chicago: American
Library Assn., 1973. 237p. ISBN
0-8389-0145-X.$9.95.
The literature of librarianship is
frequently characterized as superficial
the
and often
and ill-conceived,
charge is justified. And yet, we assert
that the last few years have witnessed
a marked up-turn in the quality of
library literature. Indeed, where we
once observed a frustrating lack of
quality work, we are now faced with
an embarrassment of riches. For instance, where Pierce Butler's little
Introduction
Library
Science
to
(1930) once stood as the only serious
and influential analysis of the social
and theoretical foundations oI librarianship, we suddenly have Shera's
monumental Foundations of Educa(1972) and
tion for Librarianship
Wasserman's provocative and activist
The Neu Librarianship (1972). And
now, in 1973, we find before us two
impressive, and vastly difierent, new
books on the selection and acquisition
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of library materials.
Robert Broadus, professor in the
Library School at Northern Illinois
University and a frequent contribu'
tor to library literature, had perhaps
task, for his
the more formidable
book, Selecting Materials f o, Li'
braries, is concerned primarily with
the aesthetig subjective, and very difficult process librarians refer to as
"selection," and as a result runs the
risk of being compared to Helen
Haines' very popular Li,aing with
(2d ed., 1950). Ifowever,
Books
Broadus' book must be considered the
winner in such a competition, and the
advocates of selection as the very
heart of librarianstrip clearly have a
new champion.
Broadus is both literate and humane, and is dedicated to the ideal
that "intelligent
selection involves a
lifetime of studying people and materials." He views announcements of
the "death of book selection" as absurd and argues forcefully and articulately for his belief that selection is
the most challenging and significant
task the librarian can engage in.
While Selecting Materials for Li'
braries is intended as a general work
of use to all librarians, the author has
chosen the mid-sized public library as
a frequent reference point because
its "selection problems are especially
acute." At the same time, readers
should note that this work is focused
on tJre "selection" process in libraries,
and the author devotes considerable
space to such matters as general principles of selection, value versus demand, intellectual
freedom versus
censorship, the background of selection, how to judge a book, and selection by subject fields. Throughout the
book, Broadus has taken aggressive
and generally convincing stands on
these and many other aspects of his
topic, and his book must now be considered the best work available on the
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selection process in libraries.
Equally impressive, but with a decidedly difierent
focus, is Stephen
Ford's The Acquisition of Library
Materials. The book is a response to
a request made by a lg69 Ad Hoc
Committee of the Acquisitions Section of RTSD and the Library Education Division that the American Libtary Association publish a book designed to serve as a text for library
school students, as well as a handbook
for the practicing
librarian.
Ford
achieves remarkable success in meeting these requirements and his book
should prove very useful to students
and practitioners
alike. Since the
book is directed heavily toward students, the author stresseshis intent to
treat topics of "concern to all libraries regardless of size." In spite of
the difficult task this approadr implies, Ford does an outstanding job
of isolating and examining the various acquisitions procedures and in
providing
extensive and carefully
chosen lists of additional sources for
eadr aspect covered.
Ford's approach is logical and well
organized. He begins by examining
organizational
and planning
probIemg budgeting concerns, and selection policies for all types of acquisi
tions units. Then he turns to a discus.
sion of each function carried out in
the acquisitions proces$, always noting
variations
for difierent
sizes and
kinds of libraries. In addition, wherever applicable, Ford notes standard
abbreviations and carefully explains
jargon. Throughout the author stress"
es the advantages of standardization.
The many thorny problems faced
by acquisitions librarians, such as domestic and foreign in-print book orders, the use of blanket order and approval plans, out-of-print
ordering,
serial publications, nonprinr materials, and gift and exchange, are all discussed with skill and clarity. Permeat-
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ing the work is Ford's conviction that
the acquisitions librarian must know
his collection, be aware of the needs
of his clientele, and be familiar with
the world of books.
The last two chapters of the book
depart from the theme of the others
in that they summarize the state of
the art in centralized processing and
the automation of order routines.
These chapterE serve to introduce students and practitionets to automation
and centralization and, are not meant
to be manuals of practice. All in all,
Ford's book represents an unusually
successful mix of superior textbook
for the uninitiated and useful handbook for the practicing librarian.
Taken together these two books
represent a major contribution to the
literature of library science, and the
authors are to be complimented for
contributing to our understanding of
this very complex aspect of librarianship, and for making the topic ever
so much more interesting to library
H, Hanis,
school students.-Michael
College of Library Science, Uniaersity of Kentuchy, and, Deanna Hudson,
Acquisitions Department, M. I. King
Library, Uniaersity of Kentuchy.
Simon, H. R., Ed. "Analyses of BibTrends 23,
liographies," Library
no. I ([uly 1972).74p. ISSN 00242594.52.50.
Library Trends previously looked
at bibliographies in 1967 when they
were examined in fairly broad terms.
The present issue looks specifically at
the transmission and recording of
scholarly information as it is revealed
through bibliographic
analysis. The
term "bibliographies" has been interpreted in the broadest sense as including abstracting and indexing services.
Of the five contributors, one is drawn
from the field of zoological science,
three from information science, and
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the fifth from classical studies.
The opening paper, by H. R. Simon, editor for this issue, points out
the necessity of analyzing bibliographies, one important
rleason being
that bibliographies enable the devel"model
opment
of
formulations
which may ultimately give rise to a
comprehensive theory of information."
In considering secondary services
and the "rising tide of paper," J. Martyn brings to the fore such problems
as overlap in bibliographic services,
the high repetition rate of information, patticularly in books, and, perhaps even more serious, the difficulty
of locating and identifying material
not reported by secondary services at
all. One illuminating fact which does
emerge is the author's skepticism concerning international cooperation as it
is presently practiced.
An interesting description of the
application of numerical methods of
analysis to bibliographies comes next.
Librarians who are unaccustomed to
these methods, described in a later
paper as "bibliometric studies," will
naturally approach them with some
trepidation. Ilowever, they are not to
be avoided, for much valuable data
can be gained from them whidr are
useful in such areas as information
systems design, the prediction of publishing trends, and the measurement
of obsolescence.

of bibliometric
analysis, which the
author sees as, among other things,
the means of predicting the future of
a subject and, by extension, the future of its bibliogaphic
services.
Here, also, can be found some useful
comments on the serious problem of
"transmission losses" in the transfer
of information,
brought about by
either exclusion of material from a
bibliogaphic service (total loss), or
by the omission of vital pieces of information by the abstracting or indexing service (partial loss). Further
uses for the data generated by analysis are also discussed.
The final paper, by Simon, examines briefly the outlook for analyses of bibliogaphies
and predicts a
future in which the computer will
play a large part.
It seems obvious from this wellwritten and cohesive collection of papers that bibliographic
services in
general, and enumerative bibliography in particular, need to be scrutinized in some detail with a view to
To
their
eventual
rationalization.
choose a particular example from the
field of library science, would it not
be appropriate for that field's princi
pal abstracting and indexing services,
namely, Library and Inforrnation Science Abstracts and Library Literature,
to lead the way?-John A. Wiseman,
Trent Unhtersity, Peterborough, Ontario.

Lawrence Thompson deals specificallv with the humaniti..l
rll:"::
Daity, Jay E., and Myers, Mildred s.
li1

;fi:il,i:
11"
!!13: y:r::"r_:,,i,,M*!iy::::
"i,*qildr:

than its analysis' Particular at::lttt"
is drawn to the impacr_1t,1.-:p,1t-1t
trade up9-n bibliographic
services:
many bibliographies, previously outof-print,
are now available, while
many of the older titles that they record are also back in print.
By contrast, the next connibution,
by R. T. Bottle, conrinues the theme
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l.ie.r."
uootl
washington, D.c.:
L"rypton
House, lg7g. vi, 96p.
iSbN O-SZO'S_029_6.
$4.00.

This second edition is an improvemenr. Typographically
the text is
much mote legible and attractive.
Computerized photo composition is
more appealing than the typewritten
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style and could be accommodated on
lesspages.
However, the text editing program
-Magnuscript-as
described in the
production note on the last page is
imperfect. Spelling mistakes appear
on pages 1,2, and 9. On page 36 under author enffies, a line-and-one-half
is missing, which would surely confuse the neophyte studying the author entry. On page 6l in the tenth
last line, a part of a sentence has
been omitted. It should read "Then
and only then can he report with certainty that the library does not have
the book and has not ordered it." On
page 72 the Cutter number J63 is
missing. One page 73, in the middle
of the page, the spacing was omitted
between "is desired," and the boldface heading LIBRARY
OF CONGRESS AUTHOR
NUMBERS.
In
the first line under that heading the
letter "S" is missing afrer the words
"After the initial letter." Two sections down, the wording reads "After
other initial vowels:", but it should
read "After initial
vowels:" since
tlere is no exception as for the initial
letter S. On the last page "Vertical
File Index" is alphabetically out of
order.
The second edition augments fittingly. The preface is entirely new,
with valuable parts of the first edition preface incorporated in the first
chapter. Consistent with the new material, the quesrions at the end of
each chapter have been brought upto-date. Ifowever, question six on
page 51, now meaningless, should be
deleted.
Most of rhe new material in the
second edition pertains to the type of
unit entry, especially the change from
the main entry to the title unit entry
and the advantages thereof. Other
important additions concern Cataloging
in
Publication,
reference to
Forthcoming Boohs and the Classified
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List of Library of Congress Subject
Headings, a couple of new insertions
in Appendix I, etc.
References are made to the 1908
and 1967 cataloging codes, as if these
were the only two ever published.
ffowever, Tater in the book, mention
of the 1949 edition occurs. On page
76 reference is made to the ALA
Rules f or Filing
Catalog Cards
(1942). The second edition (t968)
should be quoted, particularly since
an abridged volume is available.
The purpose for which this book
exists is really worthwhile and necessary. This reviewer tried to read the
text as if he were a library technical
assistant. He felt that the language
was such that a person, with the educational requirements of such a position, would be able to understand the
text or could ask intelligent questions
concerning certain items if they were
not perfectly clear. The fact that this
work appears in a second edition indicates that it has served a purpose and
is meeting a need. Despite the slighr
errors pointed out, which take a minimum of cofiection, it should be available in any library which employs li
brary technical assistants. With
library education as it is today, those
with master's degrees who will never
do such work should read this book
so that they know what the people
working under them are expected to
do.--{Rea.) loaian P. Lang, O.F.M.,
Department of Library Science-AV,
Uniuersity ol South Florida, Tampa.
LARC
Institute, Stateline, Nevada.
Acquisitions Systems and Subsystems: Proceed.ings, ed,. by H. William
Axford.
Tempe,
Ariz.:
LARC Association, Inc., 1973. HC
ISBN 0-88257-083-9.$8.00 (members-96.50);
Pa. ISBN 0-88257084.6.$5.00.
The

LARC

Institute

on Acquisi-
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tions Systems and Subsystems was held
at the Playboy Resort Hotel in Lake
Geneva, Wisconsin, oa 25-26 May
1972. The institute's program, which
follows the title page of these proceedings, offered presentations on
computer systems hardware and uni
versity financial
systems the first
morning, and on acquisitions systems
and the Library Acquisitions Information System (LAIS)
that afternoon. The second day's agenda was
devoted to morning presentations by
two representatives of commercial,
automated acquisitions systems and
an alternoon discussion session.
The published proceedings vary
somewhat from this program. After
an introduction, Dennis Klinger (coordinator of library systems at Florida International University) provides
two elementary discussions, one on
computer systems hardware and another on the systems approach. Klinger's remarks, aimed at the librarian
who is without previous computer acquaintance, were supplemented by
handouts and slides of such things as
computer consoles and tape ddves.
The proceedings reproduce neither
the handouts nor the pictures. Though
his discussions ofter acquisitions examples, the information imparted is available from other and more comprehensive sources. His second topic, university financial systems, seems to have
disappeared between the program and
the proceedings,
Bruce Alper (director of data processing at Arizona State University)
follows Klinger in the proceedings.
Instead of the program's topics oI acquisitions systems and the Library AcInformation
quisitions
System, the
proceedings provide the substance of
Alper's description of LAIS as previously reported in the LARC Reports (Volume 4, Issue 2), since his
presentation paralleled that earlier
ofiering. Instead of an overview of
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alternatives among acquisitions systems, then, the institute focuses upon
one unique system.
LAIS, currently in operation at
(Florida
three difierent universities
Atlantic, Florida International, and
Arizona State), "doesn't do anything,
but it is a powerful management
tool," to quote Alper. The system is
called an acquisitions information
system because it provides manageinformation
ment and accounting
rather than such things as Purchase
orders, which are produced manually.
Title is the only bibliographic element entered into the system. No use
seems to be made of MARC records
at Present.
The second morning saw Presentations by Lloyd Olsen (Baker & TaYlor) and by Don Chvatal (Richard
Abel) of the automated acquisitions
support which their firms offer' The
information provided is the same as
contained in the brochures of these
companies.
This very slim volume, less than
a quarter of which is text, does not
constitute a new contribution to the
presently available about
literature
acquisitions systems. Only one system
(and that one rather limited) is discussed. Very little discussion among
rhe institute's parricipants is induded
in the proceedings. If this title has
any value, it may be in the sixtY-odd
pages of exhibits, flow charts, and
examples of LAIS outPut. This information is, of course, already availH.
able in the LARC Re|orts'-Peter
Steuens,Acquisitions Department, Uniuersity of Calgary Library.
Vickery, B. C. Information SYstems.
Conn.: Archon Books,
Ilamden,
0-208'01346'
1973. 350p. ISBN

$8.00.
The efiect of reading Vickery is
somewhat similar to that of reading
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C. D. Broad. Broad, you remember,
used to analyze philosophical concepts
into basic definitions and then build,
step by step, until he made his point.
He would do a magnificent job, but
the reader was left wirh a "what
now?" attitude because after following through distinction after distinction the reader did not know what to
do afterwards. Vickery
afiects the
reader similarly. He defines and analyzes. He presents copious charts and
diagrams. Yet he stops suddenly and
goes to another topic. That last sentence is perhaps the critical point.
Either Vickery intended this book as
a textbook, or he attempted i la Broad
to entrap so much that he overwhelms
the reader. Vickery, once more like
Broad, requires a careful and faithful reader, not one who picks up a
book just for oft moments' browsing
or relaxation. Vickery is important
and he demands rigid attention. Perhaps he demands more of the reader
than most librarians are able to give.
Nevertheless, he does write on a
topic that all librarians should not
only be excited about but also anxious to learn. The transference or
transformation
of information,
after all, is what we are about. The
types of information
systems on
which Vickery concentrates, namely,
the transference of information between specialists, referencing their
work and being based on documents,
are the types with which we all are
concerned whether we call ourselves
"librarians,"
"information
specialists," "documentalists," t'archivists,"
"bibliogaphers,"
or "records managers."
Vickery's basic point is that man
is a social animal who, as a social animal, communicates. Hence systems of
informative communication come into existence. Yet he does not wish to
spend time analyzing luncheon menus,
which, mind you, do represent trans-
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ference of information, but rather
wishes to analyze the transference of
information between specialists. The
early chapters develop the concepts
that are used in information systems.
Should the reader get untangled from
the arrows and lines of the figures and
diagams of chapter one, he is likely
to begin to understand Vickery's technique and to appreciate the complexity of the subject. For most readers,
chapters five through seven will be the
most rewarding. It is in these chapters
that unification occurs, when the defining and analyzing has brought together
an object for the reader to see. Yet
here, too, particularly in chapter seven, it will take a reader with a degree
of sophistication or specialized education to understand point by point
Vickery's commentary. Nevertheless, it
is perhaps the subjects of chapter seven which provide library managers
with the accessto the future.
The major question, however, is
"what has Vickery accomplished with
this volume?" Certainly he has analyzed the various concepts and procedures that as a group indicate information systems. For that we all should
be grateful. Nevertheless, it is not
clear who Vickery intended to be his
reader-recipients. The "reader" cannot be a beginner in this subject because the development of the formulae could not be followed. The "reader," on the other hand, cannot be the
sophisticate because then the book is
a teaser, and the items in the bibliography are more to the point. It appears that Vickery's style perhaps will
reduce the potential reading public.
That result would be a shame for he
presents information that it would
be well for all of us at some time in
our careers to understand.-G.
A.
Rudolph, Director of Libraries, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
Uniuersity, Blachsburg.
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Weihs, Jean Riddle; Lewis, Shirley;
and Macdonald, Janet. Nonbook
Materials: The Organization of
Integrated Collections. lst ed. Ottawa: Canadian Library Association, 1973. 107p. ISBN 0-88802-

09t-0.96.50.
This first edition represents a second efiort of the authors to codify
cataloging procedures for nonbook
materials. Like the earlier preliminary
edition published in 1970, it sets
forth cataloging rules structured to
conform to the principles contained
in parts I and II of the Anglo-American Catalogtng Rules, with the express aim of facilitating the creation
of an integrated, omnimedia catalog.
While
there are some substantive
changes, particularly in the areas of
entry and terminology, there is the
more immediate recognition of enlargement in the case of some sections, notably maps and recordings
(audiorecords), and expansion to include newer media and more examples, as well as a consideration of
media storage and handling requirements. The result is a considerably
lengthier code, almost doubled in
pagination, with increased possibility
for practical
application.
Whereas
the preliminary edition was written
specifically for school libraries, the
new edition has been written for all
tvpes of libraries and media centers.
In line with this wider orientation,
the rules provide for the inclusion of
more detailed descriptive statements,
particularly with respect to imprint,
collation, and notes, and the indication of audience level, if desired.
Where more extensive detail is desired, reference is made to chapters
in the Anglo-American Cataloging
Rules. For those desiring less descriptive information, optional elements
are often noted. In face of the variety of cataloging needs and life-
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styles,adaptability is underscored.
the authors reiterate
Although
their entry procedures, they acknowledge the use of alternate apProaches
in the case of some media where cataloging practice, user orientation, or
specialized collections have been focal issues. For instance, in the case of
recordings, a constructive and welcoming alternate approach uses the
performer as the main entry for col'
lections of works by more than one
author or composer with or without
a collective title. This contrasts with
the practice of the Anglo-American
Cataloging Rules and the authors'
first ruling of using title main entry
for such works with a collective title
and separate entries for individual
works in such collections without a
collective title, Recognizing the performer as a main entry choice undoubtedly advances user orientation
and, more critically, strengthens the
structure of an integrated catalog.
Catalogers, however, might question
the authors' disregard of the established practice of entering works of
shared responsibility under title when
there are more than three authors,
none of whom is the principal au'
thor. Regardless of the number of
performers who share equally in re'
sponsibility for the artistic interPretation. the authors call for an author
the firstinvariably
main
entry,
named performer.
An alternate approach, constructive if considerably limited in appli
pictures
motion
involves
cation,
where exception to entry under title
may be made in adherence to the
auteur theory or when it is desirable
that the book and the motion picture
be cited together in the catalog. The
authors cite Sir Kenneth Clark's Cirlilisation, but Provide no examples.
The exception would also seem appli
cable in the case of writers, artists,
etc., reading or explaining the record-
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ed works of others; in such cases,
these individuals would function by
analogy like a compiler in rhe case of
collections of written works-or
the
performer in the case of collections
of music. While instances of clearly
attributed authorship in rhis medium
will be minimal, a stronger case for
its recognition is needed.
Perhaps the most disappointing
approach presented by the authors is
their reiteration of title main entry
for maps. Alternate approaches include use of the map rules in the
Anglo-American
Cataloging
Rules
and those suggested by map librarians, which are presented in the appendices to this volume. Only the first
two approaches dictating
the prescribed author/title main entries are
believed to accommodate integration
in an omnimedia catalog. The last approach with main entry under geographical subject area is recommended only for specialized nonintegrated
map collections and catalogs. However, of these, the authors' approach
must be considered the least viable.
While few catalogers will agree that
t}re Anglo-American Cataloging Rules'
principle of entry under map authors
is helpful, the authors' alternarive
principle of entry under map titles
is meaningless, as the examples accompanying their rules clearly illustrate.
It is unfortunate, given the research
and cooperation of cataloging bodies
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and media and map specialists in the
preparation of this edition, that progress in this area should remain so elusive.
Ifowever, this criticism should not
obscure the achievements that the
authors and these bodies, particularly the Joint Advisory Committee
on Nonbook
Materials which was
formed to assist the authors, have accomplished. In addition to the code's
wider orientation and its representation, if not resolution, of difiering
cataloging philosophies and practices,
the accomplishments include the proposal of a core of largely generic media designations which differ from
the more specific designations in the
authors' preliminary edition. While
the arguments that have been advanced against generic designations
are well-taken, professional acceptance is seen to be on the side of the
authors, generated by the Library of
Congress for one which, with two exceptions, accepted the proposed list.
The work that the authors have performed in bringing
the profession
closer to the formulation of internationally acceptable standards of cataloging nonbook media is perhaps
their greatest achievement. Until such
formulation this edition, like the preliminary edition, could well serve as
an interim guide for the cataloging
of this media.-Ann
M. Fox, Catholic Uniuersity of Ameri,ca, Washington. D.C.
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MICROFORMS
INTERNATIONAL
MARKETING
CORPORATION

Faiwiew Park. Elmsford. New York 10523

UNIVERSITY OF
CALIFORNIA
BERKELEY

SERIALS
KEY WORD
INDEX
te74EDITION
over 50,000 current non-document serial titles
over 65,000 document serials,
currenf and inactive
half a million entry points
law and medical titles
upper/lower case printing

l0 volumes$ 175

Send orders and inquiries to:
SysfemsOffice, 416 Main Library,
Universily of California, Berkeley,
California 94720
Phone: Area Code 415, 64246&

,,PORIRAIT
OFAMILROAD/
AAIL\BTEN 1975
There have beennumerousrequestsfrom schoolsand
libraries for Burlington Northern's award winning
2O-minutefilm, PORTRAIT OF A RAILROAD.
The film currently is being shown in motion picture theatersthroughout the country and we plan to
limit distribution to theatersuntil January 1, 1975.
After this date it will be available for sale to
libraries, schoolsand colleges.Pleasecontact the
undersignedfor information and ordering.
A. M. Rung
Vice President
Burlington Northern Inc.
176E. Fifth Street
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101
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By that we mean make them more
manageableand accessiblethrough
mtcrotorms.
Take, for example,the new
subscription service we offer for THE
CONGRESSIONAL
RECORD.For the first
time, you can subscribeto both aMonthly
lndex and Guide to the Congressional
Record, plus issuesof the RECORD
on microfiche.The comprehensiveand
easy-to-usehard-copy Monthly lndex
makes information in the RECORD
more accessible than ever before. And
timely, too; becauseboth the index and
t h e m i c r o f i c h ea r e s h i p p e dw i t h i n 1 0
days of the month covered.
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Our collection includesthousands of
other governmentdocuments, many
of them out-of-printor difficult-to-obtain.
Among these are The Catalog of
United States Census Publ ications,
1820-1945... all Congressional Hearings
from 1839through the 83rd Congress
of 1954 ... The Annals of Conoress covering the proceedingsof fne tst
through 18th Congresses,1789-1824...
Session Laws for all the states and
territoriesprior to 1900 ... and The
Monthly Labor Beview, 1915-1972.
What's more, we offer many nongovernmentalsource materialsabout
government.These include a tape
cassette series on the Structure and
Function of American Government,plus
thousands of doctoral dissertations
covering all aspectsof government,its
history and actions.
How do we size up in relation to your
needs? To get a better idea, write
our LiteratureServicesDepartmentand

ask for informationaboutthe types
of documentsor materialsyou're
interestedin. You'llreceivefull details.
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(EROX@is a trademark of XEROXCORPORATTON

XeroxUniversityMicrofilms
300 North Zeeb Road
A n n A r b o r , M i c h i g a n4 8 1 0 6
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You can get a one Year subscriPtion
to every priced title in our files for

. . . but our services encomPass so
much more than iust the sale of
subscriptions. Our Title lnformation
Department constantlY seeks
additional information and titles . . .
our irregular series number in the
thousands.
We have a lot more to offer than
$1,8131
, 1 9 . 9 4w o r t h o f s u b s c r i p t i o n s !
Call or write for full information.
(price subject to change, naturally!)
SERVIGES
EBSCO 5UB5CRIFfIOII
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30906
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16l Forb6 Road
Braintre€ Mass 02184
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8225 DouglasAvenue
Dalbs. Texas 75225
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Surie I l0 B Diamond Hill comPlel
2480 W 26th Avenue
Denver, colorado 8O2l I
(303)433 3235
P. O. Box 92901
Los Angeles. Calito.nia 90009
(213t 1 72-234r
512 Nrcollet Building
MinneaDbls Mrnnesota55402
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THE RIGHT
TO READ
AND ITIE NATIONS LIBRARIES

Edited by the Right to Read Cornmittees of the
AMERTpANAssocrerroN or Scnoor. Lranenrervs,
Crur-oirer's Srnvrcrs Dwrsron
and the Pl'sr,rc LrsnARy AssocrArror, ALA

re_adingprojects initiated by Iibraries and adult
educationcentersprovide guidanceby showing
what has been done, what might have beei
done better, and what lies ahead.
A helpful list of sourcesof Right to Read ma.
terials is appended, as well aJposition statements on the Right to Read by the American
Library Associadon, and the divisions of the
Associationmost directly involved in the program.
Paper ISBN 0-8389-O193-XLC 74-pn7| $5.50

AMERICAN T BRARY ASSOCIATION
50 East Hwon Stree! Chicago, Illinois 606ll

FACTS ABOUT
FACS

Factl: FACS stands for Faxon's
AutomatedClaim System
Fact 2: FACS is a new automated
systemintendedto make life a lot
easierfor you.
Fact 3: To place a claim, all You
do is complete and return our
claim notice form. We then activate our computer lo process the
claim to the publisherwith complete order and payment information included.
Fact 4: You receive a quarterly
report of all your claim request
activity.
Facts: This is dnly one reason,
among many, why You should
choose Faxon, the world's only
fully automated library magazine
subscription agency. For Particufars, write tor a coPY ot oul
Service Brcchule and annual
Librcilans' Guide to Periodicals.
Or call toll-tree: 1-800-225-7894.
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LETUS DO
WORK...
YOURCLERICAL
Our Automaiic Adjustment Notice eliminatesany completion of forms,cards, or fyping io reporf missingPeriodicals.
\(/e do all +he clerical work. Save time and money. Ask
about our servicesand a copy of our ca+alog,listing 55,000
...
publicafions.
in librarysubscriptions.
Specialists

THE RAYNERAGENCY
McAozine Subscriptions
, . . lor oll yout magazinerequiremenls
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Immediate accessto our collections of Early English Books is
better than a sabbatical in Great Britain-although perhaps not as
much fun. Students and faculty alike will enjoy the benefits ofdoing
research from primary sources when they are in your library.
Our collections include almost all the titles listed by Pollard
and Redgrave in their "Short-Title Catalogue
. 1475-1640"
(STC I), and by Donald Wing in his "Short-Title Catalogue . . .
l64l-1700" (sTc II).
Through the cooperation of libraries in Great Britain and the
United States, we are photographing the titles from these two
authoritative bibliographies, and making them available to the
academic community on 35mm roll microfilm and as bound, xerographic copies. Included with the microfilm are guides listing the
collections' contents by reels, and cumulative cross indexes by STC
number.
These primary sources for the study ofTudor and Stuart times
are issued serially as additional titles are photographed. They are a
very economical way for your library to increase its holdings
dramatically-without the need for elaborate storage facilities or an
increased budget.
Further information about these collections can be obtained
from the Series Product Manager, Xerox University Microfilms, 300
North Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, MI 48106.
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